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ABSTRACT
Wildland Fire Risk Perceptions and Mitigation Actions in the Western United States: A
Systematic Literature Review and Two Empirical Case Studies
by
Lauren Nicole-Dupéy Larsen, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University, 2021

Major Professor: Dr. Jordan W. Smith
Department: Environment and Society
Wildland fire is a complex socio-ecological phenomenon exacerbated by a consistent
increase in the number of individuals residing in or near wildlands, creating the highly
flammable wildland-urban interface (WUI). As the WUI expands, so too does the
geographic area that requires resources to suppress or manage wildfires that threaten
infrastructure and human lives. The complexity of wildland fire is further aggravated by
changing climatic conditions like increasing overall temperatures and decreasing annual
precipitation, and fiscal challenges like decreasing federal forest management budgets.
WUI residents are diverse in their perceptions and opinions, and this is often reflected
in whether they choose to mitigate wildfire risks on their property. These actions often
stem from their wildfire risk perceptions (i.e., the likelihood they will experience
damage) or previous experiences related to wildfire (i.e., previous damage or evacuation).
This line of inquiry can aid government employees, emergency management teams, and
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wildland firefighting crews in understanding how parcel level mitigation translates to: the
collective preparedness of a community; how challenging firefighting efforts will be in
WUI residential areas; and the likelihood that individuals will continue to mitigate over
time.
This dissertation expands our understanding of how WUI residents conceptualize
wildfire risk and their decisions to mitigate risk. Chapter 1 situates the research by
outlining key concepts and research themes. Chapter 2 sets the stage for what we know
about how wildfire has been studied from a social and psychological perspective with an
integrative literature review. Two WUI communities were intentionally selected for
Chapters 3 and 4 to continue building on the existing literature on wildfire perceptions
and mitigation of WUI communities in the western United States. Chapter 3 reports on a
drop-off/pick up survey to compare retrospective pre- and post-fire risk perceptions and
mitigation actions of WUI residents living near the 416 Fire in southwestern Colorado,
USA. Chapter 4 complemented this analysis by using a mixed methods approach which
combined interview data with wildfire hazard lot assessment data to understand the
relationship between WUI residents’ perceptions of vulnerability and existing parcel level
vulnerability to wildfire. Chapter 5 concludes by highlighting broader themes and
identifying the limitations of the research
(196 pages).
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT

Wildland Fire Risk Perceptions and Mitigation Actions in the Western United States: A
Systematic Literature Review and Two Empirical Case Studies
Lauren Nicole-Dupéy Larsen
Individuals are continuing to move into previously uninhabited, wildlands in the
Western United States where fire danger is often high. This continued movement of
people is a two-fold problem. First, individuals are moving into areas that have dense
forestland and other flammable vegetation types where wildfires can easily ignite and
spread. Second, individuals are starting more wildfires in these previously uninhabited
areas (over 90% of wildfires across the country are caused by humans). Although wildfire
is a complex topic, one thing is simple: As individuals continue to move into these wild,
forested, and often mountainous areas, the risk of these individuals experiencing a
wildfire or damage to their property or homes will also increase.
This Dissertation has five chapters. The first chapter is an introduction to the
important concepts and theory that are used in each of the research chapters. The second
chapter presents a review of previous research on how people who live in fire prone areas
think about wildfire, and whether they choose to prepare for it. The third and fourth
chapters present research I conducted in Colorado (Chapter 3) and Utah (Chapter 4) using
unique approaches to try to better understand how individuals’ thoughts and behaviors
relate to the physical risk of wildfire damage on their properties and in their community.
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The final chapter presents the common themes and key lessons learned from the
dissertation as a whole; it also highlights some limitations that influenced the work, and
ideas for future research on the topic.
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION

In the United States wildfire has been and will continue to be one of nature’s
greatest forces to be reckoned with. The philosophical question “If a tree falls in a forest
and no one is around to hear it, does it make a sound?” applies to wildfire and its
potential impacts on human lives. If a fire ignites in the wildlands and no one is around to
be impacted, does it have devastating impacts? The answer is no. Historically fires in the
wildland rarely had devastating impacts to humans because the continuing in-migration
of individuals moving from urban areas to wildlands, (which ultimately created the
WUI), had not yet taken place. Historically, fires that ignited in the wildland were
allowed to burn which rejuvenated the forest floor, reduced the amount of available fuels,
lowered future potential wildfire spread in the area, and kept fire dependent ecosystems
in equilibrium. As the WUI continues to expand, so too does the need to manage and
suppress wildfires in order to protect infrastructure and human lives.
Today the WUI is prevalent throughout the western United States; it is also
commonly and rightfully used as the geographic focus of research on wildfire risk
perceptions and mitigation actions. The WUI is recognized as an extremely flammable
landscape due to social and environmental conditions. Socially, the WUI attracts
individuals from all walks of life, who bring with them a set of abilities, intentions,
opinions, and preferences to act in accordance with their beliefs. The characteristics of
each individual living in the WUI can affect if and how they decide to take action to
mitigate wildfire risks. Some individuals let flammable brush grow up around their home
and property, while others engage in annual brush maintenance to establish and maintain
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defensible space around their home. The environmental conditions of the WUI contribute
to its flammability through the density, structure, and types of existing vegetation.
Atmospheric conditions like average annual temperatures and annual rainfall also
contribute to WUI communities’ level of flammability. Long-term changes in climatic
conditions will further increase the flammability of WUI communities through increased
local temperatures, decreased annual rainfall and snowpack, and extended wildfire
seasons.
The continued in-migration into and subsequent geographic expansion of WUI
areas, changing climatic conditions, and decreasing state and federal forest
management/wildland firefighting budgets, continue to elevate the risks of individuals
living in WUI areas. Social scientists can help mitigate these risks by understanding WUI
resident perceptions and behaviors related to wildfire. By understanding the way WUI
residents perceive different aspects of wildfire, such as the likelihood of experiencing a
wildfire in their lifetime, or the likelihood that they personally will incur damage or loss
of property from a future wildfire, can provide great insight into whether or not these
individuals will take actions to mitigate risks to themselves and their properties.
This dissertation addresses the abovementioned challenges with WUI inmigration and wildland fire occurrence. Chapter 2 reports on an integrative review to set
the stage for what we know about how wildfire has been studied from a social and
psychological perspective; it does this by identifying key themes across the literature
conducted in the United States. From this review, five key themes were identified that
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were pursued through original, empirical analyses detailed in chapters 3 and 4 (Dupéy
and Smith, 2018). These themes are:
1. More novel, mixed method approaches are needed (Chapters 3 and 4);
2. A more diverse set of theories beyond the Theory of Planned Behavior need to be
used (Chapters 3 and 4);
3. More definitive work on the factors associated with the intent to mitigate wildfire
risk is needed (Chapter 3);
4. Future work is needed on perceptions and behaviors as a function of forest
ecosystem type (Chapter 3); and
5. Continued focus on the WUI can open up the possibilities for longitudinal
analyses (Chapters 3 and 4).

Chapter 3 reports on analyses comparing retrospective pre- and post-fire risk
perceptions and mitigation actions of WUI residents’ living in close proximity to the 416
Fire in southwestern Colorado, USA. This research was guided by the general question,
“does a near-miss wildfire influence residents’ perceptions and self-reported fire risk
mitigation behaviors?” Chapter 4 reports on a mixed methods investigation which
combined interview data with wildfire hazard lot assessment data to understand the
relationship between WUI residents’ perceptions of vulnerability and existing parcel level
vulnerability to wildfire.
Each chapter has an introduction section which provides background information
and identifies the importance of the research. Each chapter also includes a literature
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review section which provides the reader with the relevant findings from related
literature, as well as context on the theoretical background and conceptual frameworks
used.
The purpose of this introductory chapter is to provide an overview of the common
concepts and theory which tie the three dissertation chapters together. These concepts and
theory are presented as follows:
•

The wildland-urban interface;

•

Protection Motivation Theory; and

•

Research approaches that inspired the mixed method research designs.

The wildland-urban interface

The wildland–urban interface (WUI) is the area where houses meet or intermingle
with undeveloped wildland vegetation (Alavalapati, Carter & Newman, 2005; Radeloff,
Hammer, Stewart, Fried, Holcomb & McKeefry, 2005). The WUI has been a common
geographic focus of a large majority of previous research on wildfire risk perceptions and
mitigation behaviors (Dupéy & Smith, 2018). This is not surprising considering the rapid
expansion of the WUI in the western United States has both increased the risk of wildfire
related damage (Hammer, Stewart & Radeloff, 2009; Radeloff, Helmers, Kramer,
Mockrin, Alexandre, Bar-Massada, Butsic, Hawbaker, Martinuzzi, Syphard & Stewart,
2018) and made wildfire risk mitigation efforts more difficult to coordinate and
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implement (Hammer, Stewart & Radeloff, 2009). Previous research shows WUI growth
was rapid from 1990-2010. The period saw a total increase of 189,000 km2 in WUI area,
a 33% growth in the total land area categorized as WUI. The period also saw 12.7 million
more houses and 25 million more people living in the WUI in 2010 relative to 1990
(Radeloff, Helmers Kramer, Mockrin, Alexandre, Bar-Massada, Butsic, Hawbaker,
Martinuzzi, Syphard & Stewart, 2018).
More intense wildfires and rapid urban expansion, combined with rising land
surface temperatures and increasingly variable annual precipitation rates, have resulted in
a larger population being vulnerable to experiencing a wildfire and its consequences
(Cooke, Williams, Paveglio, & Carroll, 2016; Pyne, 2001; Theobald & Romme, 2007).
As the WUI continues to grow, so too does the need to develop an understanding of how
WUI communities can and do prepare for wildfires (Hammer, Stewart & Radeloff, 2009;
Stewart, Radeloff, Hammer & Hawbaker, 2007). Social scientists across the U.S. have
made substantial efforts to understand WUI residents and how their perceptions of
vulnerability and mitigation behaviors can reduce the risk of wildfire damage to their
properties (Champ, Donovan & Barth, 2013; Cooke, Williams, Paveglio & Carroll, 2016;
Dupéy & Smith, 2018; Fischer, Kline, Ager, Charnley & Olsen, 2014; McCaffrey,
Toman, Stidham, & Shindler, 2013; McGee, McFarlane & Varghese, 2009; Paveglio,
Edgeley, & Stasiewicz, 2018).

Protection Motivation Theory
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The integrative review presented in Chapter 2 found a more diverse set of theories
beyond the Theory of Planned Behavior need to be applied to understand why some
individuals choose to engage in protective/mitigative wildfire behaviors while others do
not (Dupéy and Smith, 2018). The second most commonly used theory in the human
dimensions of wildfire literature has been Protection Motivation Theory (PMT) (Dupéy
& Smith, 2018, Inouye, 2014; Martin, Bender & Raish, 2007). PMT was chosen as the
theoretical framework for this dissertation because it incorporates cognitive constructs
beyond risk perceptions. Risk perceptions have been a focal point of research on the
human dimensions of wildfire, but researchers have not yet found a clear and consistent
connection between risk perceptions and mitigation behaviors (Champ, Donovan &
Barth, 2013; Champ & Brenkert-Smith, 2015; McGee, McFarlane & Varghese, 2009;
Mockrin, Stewart, Radeloff, Hammer & Alexandre, 2015).
PMT states that the decision to engage in an adaptive response (i.e., mitigate
wildfire risk) is based on two cognitive assessments, assessing the threat (threat
appraisal) and assessing how to cope with the threat (coping assessment) (Maddux &
Rogers, 1983; Bubeck, Botzen & Aerts, 2012). The threat appraisal includes perceptions
of severity (level of potential consequences) and vulnerability (probability of threat
occurrence), and the coping appraisal includes perceptions of response efficacy
(effectiveness of mitigation), self-efficacy (one’s ability to engage in desired responses),
and response costs (the costs associated with desired responses) (Bubeck, Botzen &
Aerts, 2012).
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The theory is well established in the natural hazards literature (Grothmann &
Reussig, 2006; Keshavarz & Karami, 2016; Mulilis & Lippa, 1990; Poussin, Botzen &
Aerts, 2014) and wildfire/bushfire literatures (Hall & Slothower, 2009; Martin et al.,
2007a; Martin et al., 2007b; McFarlane et al., 2011; McLennan, Cowlishaw, Paton,
Beatson & Elliott, 2014; Westcott, Ronan, Bambrick & Taylor, 2017). In this dissertation
I used PMT to contribute to the growing body of literature which continues to investigate
the relationship between WUI residents’ conceptualization of wildfire risk and
subsequent risk mitigation behaviors. Specifically, I analyzed the following relationships:
•

Self-reported retrospective pre-then-post dimensions of PMT and
mitigation actions after experiencing a recent, proximal wildfire; and

•

The perceptions of wildfire vulnerability and existing parcel level wildfire
vulnerability.

Research approaches that inspired the mixed method research designs
The integrative review presented in Chapter 2 also found that less than 20% of
previous research on the human dimensions of wildfire used mixed methodologies. This
is important given the recent push for the inclusion of multiple methods to improve
reliability and validity (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004). Combining qualitative and
quantitative methods to answer complex questions dealing with people and wildfire has
the potential to reveal more than any single methodology alone. Both Chapter 3 and
Chapter 4 used mixed methods approaches.
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Chapter 3 combined drop-off/pick-up survey data with biophysical variables (i.e.,
proximity to recent fire and escape routes, vegetation density on property) to compare
(retrospective) pre- and post-fire risk perceptions, dimensions of PMT, and mitigation
behaviors. I delivered 500 surveys to residents who were evacuated or placed on preevacuation for a large wildfire to gauge how perceptions and intentions to mitigate were
influenced by the proximal, recent nature of the 416 Fire. I used PMT to guide survey
question formation, and coupled survey data with biophysical variables (i.e., distance to
fire, distance to fire boundary, existing vegetation density on parcel, and parcel size) to
identify which factors influence individuals’ intentions to engage in specific mitigation
actions after experiencing the fire.
Results from Chapter 3 showed that after experiencing the 416 Fire, residents’
belief that a wildfire was likely to happen again dropped by 20% suggesting a ‘postexposure letdown’ response, which should have led to a subsequent reduced likelihood to
engage in mitigation to lower future risks (Arvai et al., 2006). However, the data revealed
individuals were significantly more likely to take all of the nine mitigation actions asked
about after experiencing the 416 Fire, which is indicative of a ‘post-exposure wake-up
call.’ These results suggest near-miss hazard events like the 416 fire do not always result
in shifts in risk perceptions and mitigation behaviors that reflect the post exposure
letdown and wake-up dichotomy illustrated in previous case studies (Arvai et al., 2006;
Kunreuther & Slovic, 1978) and experimental work (Dillon & Tinsley, 2016).
Results from this chapter also identified three variables that were consistently and
significantly related to the belief that specific mitigation actions were or would be
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effective at reducing their risk(s): Parcel size; distance from parcel to Highway 550; and
the existing forest cover on each parcel. The distance from the parcel to the 416 Fire
perimeter was an additional factor significantly correlated with post-fire mitigation
behaviors. These results illustrate the importance of including spatial variables in
predictive models of wildfire mitigation behaviors. Future research and management
efforts should focus on refining the understanding of how the spatial location of an
individuals’ property is related to their past, and intended, mitigation behaviors. For
instance, does proximity to previous wildfires influence the way individuals choose to
mitigate wildfire risks on their property? This would further enhance our understanding
of how the environment in which individuals live influences their beliefs about the
effectiveness of wildfire mitigation.
Chapter 4 coupled semi-structured interviews with wildfire hazard lot assessment
data to compare WUI resident perceptions of wildfire vulnerability to the existing hazards
and vulnerability on their properties. This mixed method approach builds off previous
work from the Wildfire Research (WiRe) Team in Colorado; this group combines rapid
risk assessments that provide an indicator of relative physical risk (by assessing building
materials, existing vegetation, background fuels, and topography from the road in front of
the home) and household surveys to understand the relationship between perceptions of
vulnerability and physical risk (Meldrum, Brenkert-Smith, Champ, Gomez, Falk & Barth,
2019).
Results from Chapter 4 suggest individuals’ perceptions and actions were
influenced by the characteristics of their neighbors’ properties (social environment) as
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well as the spatial location of their properties within the valley (physical environment).
This influence that may be stronger than the characteristics of residents’ own properties
and may extend to the community level to create a ‘hazard mosaic.’ In this mosaic each
parcel has a variable level of hazard mitigation which contributes to the hazard level of
neighboring parcels and to the community’s overall risk. Some interviewees described
trying to balance the mountain aesthetic with their property mitigation goals, which may
also be contributing to the existing hazard mosaic. Results from this chapter also suggest
residence type influences resident’s vulnerability perceptions to and willingness to
mitigate wildfire risks. Part-time residents may be less emotionally attached to their
homes since their valuable possessions are located in their primary residence (Martin,
Martin & Kent, 2009; McGee & Russell, 2003). Additionally, since some part-time or
‘weekender’ residents use their property as vacation homes, they may want to spend their
time relaxing and enjoying their property instead of working on defensible space and
other forms of hazard reduction (McCaffrey, 2004). This mixed method design yielded a
more holistic understanding of the connection between parcel-level wildfire hazards and
perceptions of vulnerability than any single method could have if it were applied in
isolation. Future research should continue to use mixed method designs to understand
how and why the social and physical environments influence individual’s perceptions and
actions. This could lead to lowering the level of variability in the hazard mosaics that
often exist in wildland-urban interface communities.
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Chapters 2, 3 and 4 of this dissertation are complementary in that the first chapter
(i.e., Chapter 2) shaped the scope and narrowed the focus for Chapters 3 and 4. The
individual chapters are presented in the following pages.

CHAPTER II AN INTEGRATIVE REVIEW OF EMPIRICAL RESEARCH ON
PERCEPTIONS AND BEHAVIORS RELATED TO PRESCRIBED BURNING AND
WILDFIRE IN THE UNITED STATES

Citation:
Dupéy, L.N., & Smith, J.W. (2018). An integrative review of empirical research on
perceptions and behaviors related to prescribed burning and wildfire in the United
States. Environmental management, 61(6), 1002-1018.
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ABSTRACT

Social science research from a variety of disciplines has generated a collective
understanding of how individuals prepare for, and respond to, the risks associated with
prescribed burning and wildfire. We provide a systematic compilation, review, and
quantification of dominant trends in this literature by collecting all empirical research
conducted within the U.S. that has addressed perceptions and behaviors surrounding
various aspects of prescribed burning and wildfire. We reviewed and quantified this
literature using four thematic categories covering: 1) the theory and methods that have
been used in previous research; 2) the psychosocial aspects of prescribed burning and
wildfire that have been studied; 3) the biophysical characteristics of the fires which have
been studied; and 4) the types of fire and management approaches that have been
examined. Our integrative review builds on previous literature reviews on the subject by
offering new insight on the dominant trends, underutilized approaches, and understudied
topics within each thematic category. For example, we found a select set of theories (e.g.,
Protection Motivation Theory, Attribution Theory, etc.) and approaches (e.g., mixedmethods) have only been used sparingly in previous research, even though these theories
and approaches can produce insightful results that can readily be implemented by fire
management professionals and decision makers. By identifying trends and gaps in the
literature across the thematic categories, we were able to answer four questions that
address how future research can make the greatest contribution to our understanding of
perceptions and behaviors related to prescribed burning and wildfire.
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INTRODUCTION

Wildfire risk is a complex phenomenon shaped by both natural and anthropogenic
forces (Fisher, Spies, Steelman, Moseley, Johnson, Bailey, Ager, Bourgeron, Charnley,
Collins, Kline, Leahy, Littell, Millington, Nielsen-Pincus, Olsen, Paveglio, Roos, SteenAdams, Stevens, Vukomanovic, White, & Bowman, 2016; Roos, Belcher, Chaloner,
Aylen, Bird, Coughlan, Johnson, Johnston, McMorrow, & Steelman, 2016). Over the past
several decades, the number of wildfire ignitions has increased (Calkin, Cohen, Finney,
& Thompson, 2014) as has the total amount of land burned (Kaval, 2009). Additionally,
an increasing number of individuals have moved into the Wildland-Urban Interface
(WUI), resulting in increased risks to human populations (Shafran, 2008). More frequent
and intense wildfires and rapid urban expansion, combined with rising land surface
temperatures and increasingly variable annual precipitation rates, have resulted in an
increase in the risk wildfire poses to humans and the landscapes in which they live.
Rigorous and interdisciplinary social science is needed to understand how
individuals prepare for and respond to fire-related risks. A number of reviews have been
conducted on specific aspects of the human dimensions of wildland fire, which have
synthesized important findings across a number of themes, some of which include:
perceived risk, trusted information sources, factors influencing homeowner mitigation,
public acceptance of fuels management, community preparedness and reactions to fire
(McCaffrey & Olsen, 2012; McCaffrey, Toman, Stidham, & Shindler, 2013; Toman,
Stidham, McCaffrey, Shindler 2013). However, previous reviews have not taken an in-
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depth look at the theoretical and methodological frameworks that have guided the
majority of previous work on the human dimensions of fire. The purpose of this review is
to enhance our current understanding of individual level perceptions and behaviors in the
face of prescribed burning and wildfire by addressing a set of broad research questions
through an integrative literature review that involved compiling, reviewing, and
quantifying the dominant trends and gaps in previous literature. Specifically, our
integrative review adds to the existing literature and expands on previous literature
reviews by examining the theories and methodological tools which have been used to
generate our understanding of perceptions and behaviors related to prescribed burning
and wildfire. This specific focus on theory and methods has not been the focus of
previous reviews, and complements our current knowledge on the relationship between
humans and fire (McCaffrey & Olsen, 2012; McCaffrey et al., 2013; Toman et al., 2013).
Integrative reviews use a rigorous search and review process to identify gaps and
trends in previous work done on a specific research topic. Through our integrative
review, we coded and quantified important aspects present across all previous
empirically-grounded research related to individuals’ perceptions and behavioral
responses to prescribed burning and wildfire. Our coding process was structured around
four thematic categories: 1) theory and methods used; 2) psychosocial aspects of fire; 3)
biophysical aspects of fire; and 4) fire type and management. Our intent with the
integrative review is to uncover trends and gaps in our collective body of knowledge in
order to guide future research related to the human dimensions of prescribed burning and
wildfire. Specifically, the review addresses four general research questions:
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1. What theories and methodologies have been used to understand individual
perceptions and behaviors related to prescribed burning and wildfire?
2. What groups of individuals have been studied in the past, and how can we
include under-studied groups to improve our understanding of these groups’
perceptions and behaviors related to prescribed burning and wildfire?
3. What biophysical aspects of prescribed burning and wildfire have been less
focused on in previous research and can they be the focus of future research to
enhance our understanding of prescribed burning and wildfire as a socioecological phenomenon?
4. How has climate change and multiple forest disturbances/hazards been
included in previous work?
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Integrative Reviews
Integrative reviews compile, review, critique, and synthesize a body of research to
conceptualize novel perspectives (Torraco, 2005) and recognize trends and gaps on a
narrow, focused topic. Integrative reviews are appropriate for emerging as well as mature
bodies of literature as they offer an all-encompassing view of a topic, highlighting where
future research is needed or where conflicts exist among published work (Torraco, 2005).
This integrative review concentrates explicitly on the psychological and behavioral social
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science literature addressing individuals’ perceptions and behaviors in the face of
prescribed burning and wildfire risk.

Criteria Statements
To be included in the review, a paper must have reported on a study which:
1)

occurred within the United States;

2)

was directly related to some aspect of prescribed burning or wildfire;

3)

included one or more of the following keywords:

4)

a.

risk,

b.

attitudes,

c.

perceptions,

d.

decision making, or

e.

mitigation;

focused on forestland (i.e., studies focused exclusively on rangelands,
grasslands, or other non-forested land uses were excluded); and

5)

used empirical (primary) data.

Empirical (primary) data includes methodologies which collected qualitative or
quantitative data on human populations.

Article Selection
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We conducted an initial literature search on May 12, 2016 to identify all research
relevant to the criteria statements. The search was conducted through four
databases/repositories: EBSCOHost; Web of Science; the Utah State University Library;
and Google Scholar. Each database/repository was searched using the following keyword
strings:
1)

perceptions of wildfire;

2)

perceptions of prescribed burning;

3)

perceptions of wildfire and prescribed burning;

4)

perceived risk of wildfire;

5)

perceived risk of prescribed burning; and

6)

wildfire mitigation.

The initial literature search produced 187 potentially relevant articles. Three
additional searches were conducted (May 11, 2017; September 20, 2017; February 27,
2018). The two searches in May and September produced 14 more recent publications,
whereas the search in February did not yield any new publications. We individually
reviewed each of the articles to determine if each met the criteria statements. A total of
74 articles met all of the criteria statements. Articles that were excluded from the review
either did not meet all of the criteria statements, were based on replication of data/results
in another article, or had a non-empirical basis. Following McCaffrey et al. (2013), we
excluded studies with a focus on economic aspects of prescribed burning or wildfire due
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to their use of specific methodologies (e.g., willingness to pay methods, stated choice
methods, etc.).

Coding
We developed a deductive coding scheme based upon our experience and
knowledge related to the human dimensions of natural resource management. These
codes were organized within four thematic categories:
1) theory and methods used;
2) psychosocial aspects of fire;
3) biophysical aspects of fire; and
4) fire type and management.
Codes were iteratively revised as the papers were read and coded. Additional codes were
added based on the emergence of common themes. This process created a total of 16
codes, which included questions and sub-questions, in addition to bibliographic codes
that organized the database. The thematic categories, codes, and questions are detailed in
Table 1. The full list of previous studies meeting the criteria statements, along with their
codes and sub-codes, are provided in the Supplementary Material. Each thematic
category addresses one of our guiding research questions.
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Table 1. Coding Scheme for Previous Empirical Research on Perceptions and Behaviors
Related to Prescribed Burning and Wildfire
Code
Unit of Analysis
Sampling Requirements
Data Collection Method

Social Science Theory

Type of Stakeholder

Fire Aspects Studied

Perceptions of
Containment/Management

Geographic Location

Forest Ecosystem Type

Human Population Type

Fire Policy

Question

Code(s) for Review
Theory and Methods Used
What is the unit of analysis at
Individual, community, city,
which perceptions are being
other geographic region,
measured/compared?
multiple units of analysis
Were there specific sampling
Yes, no
requirements?
What was the data collection
Mail survey, internet-based
method?
survey, focus groups,
interviews, secondary data,
policy documents, other
Does the paper use one or more
Yes, no
social science theories?
Psychosocial Aspects of Fire
What is the unit of observation
General public, private
from which data were
landowners, homeowners
collected? A sample of…
(including residents),
recreationists, multiple,
forestry/fire professionals, other
Which aspects of fire are
Mitigation
studied (not just discussed)?
strategies/implementation, other
perceptions (affect, place
attachment, etc...), support for
management
Perception of
Yes, no
containment/management
options present (Yes v. No)
Biophysical Aspects of Fire
What is the geographic location
Pacific northwest,
of the study?
intermountain west, southwest,
southeast and southcentral,
atlantic coast, northeast,
midwest and upper midwest,
great plains, other
Which type of forest ecosystem
Natural hardwood, natural pine,
does the paper address?
planted hardwood, planted pine,
mixed hardwood and pine,
other
Does the paper focus on human
Urban only, rural only, both
populations in rural or urban
urban and rural, wildland urban
areas specifically?
interface
Fire Type and Management
Does the paper address specific
Yes, no
policies that can/are being used
to mitigate or adapt to fire risk?

Climate Change

Does the paper address climate
change specifically?

Yes, no

Fire Type

What types of fire does the
paper address?
Are there other related forest
management (mitigation)
activities discussed?
Does the paper measure
perceptions of multiple forest
disturbances (e.g., fire +
invasives), or just fire?

Wildfire, Rx burning, Rx
burning and wildfire
Mechanical thinning, chemical
thinning, both mechanical and
chemical, other
Number of Disturbances

Forest Management
# of Disturbances

Subquestion
N/A
If “yes”, describe the sampling
requirements
If “other”, please describe what
the method of data collection
was.
If “yes”, describe which social
science theory was used and
note whether it was explicitly
tested. If “no” enter “n/a”.
If “other”, please describe what
the unit of observation is:

N/A

N/A

Describe any important details
of the geographic location

N/A

N/A

If “yes”, which specific
policies? Enter “n/a” if the
answer to the above question
was “no”.
If “yes”, describe how climate
change is addressed. Enter
“n/a” if the answer to the above
question is “no”.
N/A
N/A
Single, multiple (fire +
invasives OR flooding OR
natural hazards OR one other
OR multiple others)
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THEMATIC CATEGORIES

Theory and Methods Used
The theory and methods thematic category sought to answer the question: ‘what
theories and methodologies have been used to understand individual perceptions and
behaviors related to prescribed burning and wildfire?’ and was comprised of five codes.
The unit of analysis code was included to assess the extent to which previous research
has focused on individuals, as opposed to aggregated sets of individuals (e.g.,
communities, cities, or other geographic regions). Relative to studies of individuals, we
expected analyses focused on communities would be more likely to address topics such
as normative beliefs, peer influence, and social acceptability (Bihari & Ryan, 2012;
Bright & Newman, 2006; Gordon, Stedman, & Luloff, 2010; Gordon, Luloff, &
Stedman, 2012). The sampling requirements code was created to get an idea of the basic
sociodemographic characteristics of stakeholders studied throughout the literature. The
data collection method code was included to assess the basic data collection methods
used across the literature. Previous research suggests different stakeholder groups have
preferred modes of communicating with scientists and outreach specialists. This code
may help shed light on which methods are most effective at reaching specific groups. The
social science theory code was included to identify the theoretical frameworks used in the
literature, and shed light on the common, as well as underutilized methods of
understanding individuals’ perceptions and behaviors in the face of prescribed burning
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and wildfire risk. We also recorded other social science theories used to ensure other
theories or concepts present in the research were not overlooked.
Collectively, the questions asked through this thematic category can: 1) identify
the types of stakeholder groups that have been studied most and least often; 2) highlight
the methods of data collection that are commonly employed to understand the perceptions
and behaviors related to prescribed burning and wildfire; and 3) determine which social
science theories have been used to frame our understanding of perceptions and behaviors
related to prescribed burning and wildfire. Understanding how previous research was
framed can offer insight into the methodological gaps present within the literature. By
identifying these gaps, future research will be more prepared to address them and
ultimately generate a more holistic understanding of how people perceive and respond to
prescribed burning and wildfire. These gaps highlight less commonly used methodologies
that can offer novel approaches in social science research which can lay the groundwork
to uncover results that were previously dormant.

Psychosocial Aspects of Fire
The psychosocial aspects of fire thematic category answered the question: ‘what
groups of individuals have been studied in the past, and how can we include understudied groups to improve our understanding of these groups’ perceptions and behaviors
related to prescribed burning and wildfire?’ through three codes. The type of stakeholder
code was included because individuals with different levels and types of involvement
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with fire may have different cognitive and behavioral patterns that influence their
decision-making related to prescribed burning and wildland fire. Thus, it is important to
see which groups of individuals have been studied and in what way (Asah, 2014;
Bowker, Lim, Cordell, Green, Rideout-Hanzak, & Johnson, 2008). The fire aspects
studied code was a focal point in the coding process, since it identified the specific
perceptions and/or behaviors previous work has focused on. By quantifying which
perceptions and behaviors have been studied, in what way, and to what extent we can
help shed light on specific types of perceptions and behaviors that are worthy of
attention. The final code, perception of containment/management, was included to
provide insight into whether or not participants’ perceptions of fire containment or
management have been addressed. This code was important in determining whether
previous research has assessed fire management broadly or as a more complex process.
The questions in this category can: 1) create a broad picture of the extent to which
individual stakeholder groups have been analyzed to identify specific groups that should
be prioritized in future research; 2) identify trends in the dominant psychosocial aspects
of wildfire that have been analyzed, and which should be prioritized in future research;
and 3) determine whether or not fire management, as opposed to fire risk, should be
analyzed in future research.

Biophysical Aspects of Fire
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The biophysical aspects of fire thematic category sought to answer: ‘what
biophysical aspects of prescribed burning and wildfire have been less focused on in
previous research and can they be the focus of future research to enhance our
understanding of prescribed burning and wildfire as a socio-ecological phenomenon?’
and was comprised of three codes. The geographic location code was used to identify the
region where the study took place, which included more specific information when
applicable. Combined with spatially-explicit data of fire risk, this information could be
used to identify how frequently specific areas have been studied relative to their actual
fire risk (Bright & Newman, 2006). The forest ecosystem type code allowed us to hone
down analysis from a regional perspective to specific forest ecosystem types. Forest
ecosystems across the United States have different wildfire regimes and variable levels of
overall fire risk; therefore, it is crucial to analyze human dimensions in light of this fact.
For example, home or landowners in different forest ecosystems will likely have varying
forest management objectives and decision making strategies, making it critical to
analyze these individuals at the scale of the forest ecosystem in which they reside. The
final code, human population type, was included to distinguish between urban and rural
populations as well as those residing within the WUI. This code was included given
individuals living at different population densities will be exposed to different levels of
fire risk and potential economic and environmental impacts.
Collectively, the questions in this thematic category can: 1) identify the
geographic regions where perceptions of fire risk research has been concentrated; and 2)
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determine if these concentrations align with projections of where fire risk is expected to
be the greatest in the future.

Fire Type and Management

The fire type and management thematic category answered: ‘how has climate
change and multiple forest disturbances/hazards been included in previous work?’
through five codes. The fire policy code highlights what fire policies study participants
have been asked about. The climate change code was included given the recent push
towards understanding individuals’ perceptions of and beliefs about climate change. This
is important because it is evident that wildfire occurrence will continue to rise in the
future as temperatures rise and precipitation becomes more variable, especially in the
western United States (Westerling, Hidalgo, Cayan, & Swetnam, 2006). The fire type
code was included to gain a better understanding of the level of synergistic fire
perception assessments (i.e., are most studies assessing individual fire types or a
combination?). Since forest management activities can impact level of wildfire risk, the
forest management code was included to assess the extent to which study participants
have been asked about their awareness of, and/or implementation of such activities. To
quantify how many forest disturbances were addressed in each study, the code # of
disturbances was used. Responses to this code were combined into three response options
for analysis: single (just fire); fire plus one other; and fire plus two others.
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Collectively, the questions in this thematic category can: 1) quantify the extent to
which previous literature has assessed climate change and forest policy relative to
wildfire; 2) determine the extent to which studied populations have been asked about
their awareness of, and/or preferences for, fire management activities; and 3) allow us to
understand how commonly fire is studied in conjunction with other forest threats such as
invasive species and flooding.

RESULTS

This review discussed the trends and gaps in previous research on perceptions and
behaviors related to prescribed burning and wildfire. To address our guiding research
questions within each thematic category, we provide an overview of findings from
reviewed articles, along with a brief discussion of how these findings can be utilized in
addressing future research questions that will contribute to our collective understanding
of how people perceive, plan for, and respond to fire. Our analysis was guided by four
thematic categories and concomitant research questions, which produced a number of key
findings (Table 2).
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Table 2. Research Questions and Key Findings for Each Thematic Category of Analysis
in this Integrative Review
Thematic
Category

Research Questions
•

What theories and methodologies have been
Theory and
used to understand individual perceptions and
Methods Used behaviors related to prescribed burning and
wildfire?

•

•

What groups of individuals have been studied in
Psychosocial the past, and how can we include under-studied
Aspects of
groups to improve our understanding of these
Fire
groups’ perceptions and behaviors related to
prescribed burning and wildfire?

•

•

Biophysical
Aspects of
Fire

What biophysical aspects of prescribed burning
and wildfire have been less focused on in
previous research and can they be the focus of
future research to enhance our understanding of
prescribed burning and wildfire as a socioecological phenomenon?

•

•

How has climate change and multiple forest
Fire Type and
disturbances/hazards been included in previous
Management
work?

•

Key Findings
More novel, mixedmethod approaches are
needed
A more diverse set of
theories, beyond the
Theory of Planned
Behavior, need to be
used
A more in-depth
understanding of fire
professionals’
perceptions and
behaviors is needed
More definitive work
on the factors
associated with intent
to mitigate wildfire
risk is needed
Future work is needed
on perceptions and
behaviors as a function
of forest ecosystem
type
Continued focus on the
WUI can open up the
possibilities for
longitudinal analyses
Climate change needs
to be more thoroughly
integrated into future
work
More work is needed
on perceptions and
behaviors related to
multiple forest
disturbances
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Theory and Methods Used
The studies reviewed predominantly analyzed perceptions and behaviors related
to prescribed burning and wildfire at the level of the individual (Figure 1). Around 83%
of analyses were conducted at the individual level, and a smaller number of studies
aggregated individual-level data to a community-level for the purpose of comparing
multiple communities (Bihari & Ryan 2012; Gordon et al., 2010; Gordon, Gruver, Flint,
& Luloff, 2013; Gordon et al., 2012; Paveglio, Jakes, Carroll, & Williams, 2009) (8%).
Another small group of studies analyzed perceptions and behaviors across multiple units
of analysis (e.g., a study across multiple communities in the U.S. and Canada) (combined
6%).

Figure 1. The unit of analysis in previous empirical work on the perceptions and
behaviors of prescribed burning and wildfire
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As shown in Figure 2, just over half of the literature utilized a form of survey for
data collection (53%). Of this percentage, 43% utilized mail surveys, 7% used phone
surveys, 3% used a drop-off pick-up survey, and one study used an Internet-based survey.
Just under 12% of the studies reviewed used interviews as the main methodology and
19% utilized a mixed methodology. The studies employing mixed methods used: a focus
group and internet/mail surveys; a longitudinal survey; a mail survey and field
interviews; a workshop and an experiment; a survey and follow-up questionnaire; a
phone-mail-phone method; and secondary (National Wildfire Program) data combined
with a manager survey. The ‘other’ category took up the remaining 12% of the studies
with some examples of ‘other’ methodologies including: Q-methodology; two-phase
quasi-experimental designs; hazard assessments; secondary data; virtual reality
technology; and program evaluation.
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Figure 2. Methodology used for data collection in previous empirical research on the
perceptions and behaviors of prescribed burning and wildfire

Nearly 40% of the studies reviewed were framed by a social science theory (i.e.,
theory was mentioned in the introduction and/or literature review) to guide the empirical
analyses. The most widely used theories included The Theory of Planned Behavior (5%)
and Protection Motivation Theory (5%). Although not a theory per se, the Grounded
Theory process was also used multiple times (7%). Other theories used to guide empirical
analyses (each used only once) included: Attribution Theory; Causal Attribution Theory;
Community Field Theory; Norm Theory; Social Capital Theory; the Theory of Reasoned
Action (an extension of the Theory of Planned Behavior); and various psychological
models of risk. In addition to those noted above, several other theories have been utilized
by only one or two studies.
Our review also allowed us to identify additional constructs discussed and/or used
to guide empirical analysis of fire-related perceptions and behaviors. Constructs are latent
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variables that are not easily measured; they include things like personality traits,
intelligence, attitudes, and emotional states. The psychological constructs which have
been used in previous research on fire-related perceptions and behaviors included
attitudes, general risk perceptions, perceived behavioral control (measured in isolation
and not as part of the Theory of Planned Behavior), perceptions, place attachment, social
vulnerability, special places, subjective norms (again in isolation and not as a part of the
Theory of Planned Behavior), and trust.

Psychosocial Aspects of Fire
Half of the studies reviewed collected data on homeowners/residents (Figure 3).
Approximately 12% collected data on landowners, another 9% was collected data from
the general public and 10% were from ‘other’ stakeholders. Some examples of ‘other’
stakeholders included: those identified as important/influential by USFS employees;
undergraduate students; media representatives; firefighters/ambulance drivers; local
elected officials; state and federal government employees in natural resources; religious
leaders; environmental organizations; and business groups. Notably, only 6% analyzed
forestry and fire professionals and 3% collected data from recreationists. This is notable,
given the importance of forestry and fire professionals in all aspects of wildfire (Sexton,
2006), and the potential losses that recreationists may face from wildfire destruction
(Bawa, 2016).
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Figure 3. Stakeholder groups assessed in previous empirical research on the perceptions
and behaviors of prescribed burning and wildfire

The studies reviewed had a total of seven common aspects of fire that were
studied and not just discussed in the introduction or literature review sections. These
seven aspects included: attitudes; general perceptions; risk perceptions; decision making;
mitigation strategies and/or implementation; support for management; and other
perceptions. The frequency of all response categories was relatively consistent (Figure 4).
Risk perceptions were the most frequently cited, appearing in 50% of the studies, with
support for management analyzed in 46%, attitudes in 45%, general perceptions in 42%,
other cognitions mitigation strategies/implementation in 41%, and mitigation
strategies/implementation in 36%. Decision making was the least commonly studied
aspect, appearing in only 14% of the studies reviewed, and just under half of the studies
(42%) assessed the perception of containment or management.
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Figure 4. Psychosocial aspects of fire measured in previous empirical research on the
perceptions and behavioral aspects of prescribed burning and wildfire

Biophysical Aspects of Fire
We included the geographic location code to understand the geographic
distribution of the previous research. The majority of study sites were in the
Intermountain West (39%) or the Pacific Northwest (27%) (Figure 5). A handful of
studies were conducted in the Midwest and Upper Midwest (11%) along with the
Southeast and Southcentral areas of the United States (12%). Only a small number of
studies have been conducted in the Southwest (9%), with three in the Northeast, and one
in the Atlantic coast. No studies have been conducted in the Great Plains, and a small
number were categorized as ‘other’ (7%). Examples of a study categorized as ‘other’
include: a national study of six fire prone communities across the U.S. (Bihari & Ryan,
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2012); a study using data collected from the National Survey on Recreation and the
Environment (Bowker et al., 2008); and a virtual reality scenario from the Ashley
National Forest in Utah (Fiore, Harrison, Hughes, & Rutström, 2009).

Figure 5. Geographic locations in previous empirical research on the perceptions and
behaviors of prescribed burning and wildfire

Most of the studies reviewed did not explicitly identify the type of forest
ecosystem assessed (84%). Of the 12 studies (16%) that did, the most common forest
ecosystems were mixed hardwood and pine, natural pine, or natural hardwood. Not
surprisingly, just under half (43%) of the reviewed research has been conducted in WUI
areas (Figure 6). The second most common area was a mix of both urban and rural areas
(18%). Less common were studies focused explicitly on rural areas (9%). Only a handful
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of studies were conducted in rural and WUI areas (5%), along with some combination of:
rural; suburban; urban; and WUI (combined 4%). The remaining 11 studies were
classified as ‘N/A’ when managers were surveyed, or virtual reality technology was used.

Figure 6. The rural-urban focus (from the USDA urban-rural continuum codes) of
previous empirical research on the perceptions and behaviors of prescribed burning and
wildfire

Fire Type and Management
The majority of studies did not address policies used in wildfire mitigation or
adaptation, other than mentioning it briefly in the introduction. Nearly 84% of the studies
do not address wildfire policy at all, and only 16% addressed specific
mitigation/adaptation policies. Of those, about 9% cited the National Fire Plan, just under
8% cited the Healthy Forests Restoration Act and a couple mentioned the Healthy Forests
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Initiative. Other programs or information sources were sparsely mentioned (Community
Wide Protection Plans, FireWise Communities, Fire Learning Networks).
The vast majority of studies do not specifically address climate change (97%),
with only two studies specifically addressing homeowner perceptions of the influence of
climate change and climate variability on wildfire risk (Ojerio, Moseley, Lynn, & Banja,
2011; Schulte & Miller, 2010).
To understand what types of fire were addressed in the literature, the fire type
code was developed to distinguish between: wildfire; prescribed burning; both wildfire
and prescribed burning; and other types of fire (Figure 7). Just over half of the studies
address only wildfire, whereas only 7% addressed only prescribed burning. Nearly 33%
of the studies assessed both wildfire and prescribed burning, and only one study assessed
‘other’ types of fire, which simply described and assessed general forest fires with no
specification of fire type.

Figure 7. Individual and combined fire types assessed in previous empirical research on
the perceptions and behaviors of prescribed burning and wildfire
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Along the same lines, the forest management code was included to determine if
previous work addressed individuals’ perceptions of other mitigation-related forest
management activities, such as mechanical or chemical thinning. Since forest
management is a mitigation tool, it was important to understand whether or not
stakeholders’ perceptions of these tools have been assessed. These types of data can
provide insight into the levels of stakeholder awareness regarding mitigation strategies,
which is crucial to developing a holistic understanding of the perceptions surrounding
prescribed burning and wildfire. Only 34% discuss some other mitigation related forest
management activity, of those: just over 22% discussed mechanical thinning; 8%
discussed mechanical thinning and other activities such as chemical thinning, herbicide
treatments, or brush removal. A small set of papers (4%) discussed ‘other’ mitigation
strategies; these included: grazing; creation of defensible space; shrub removal; and
general fuel reduction.
The # of disturbances code was used to determine if previous empirical research
has addressed perceptions and behaviors concerning cumulative forest disturbances (e.g.,
fire and natural hazards) or just prescribed burns/wildfire. The vast majority (91%) of the
studies had only addressed fire, whereas 7% addressed fire and an additional disturbance.
Only one study addressed fire and two additional disturbances.
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DISCUSSION

The frequency and intensity of wildfires are predicted to increase in coming years,
especially in areas that will become more arid (Flannigan, Krawchuk, de Groot, Wotton,
& Gowman, 2009). Continued research efforts across the social sciences are needed to
ensure mitigation and adaptation policies and practices are well designed, implemented
efficiently, and lead to desirable outcomes. This review has identified trends and gaps in
previous research on perceptions and behaviors related to prescribed burning and
wildfire. Through this process, we have been able to identify areas where future research
can contribute to our collective understanding of how people perceive, plan for, and
respond to fire. Our analysis was guided by four thematic categories, each of which is
associated with a general research question. Below, we discuss notable patterns observed
across the literature and targeted research needs within each of the thematic categories.
Our intent is to provide guidance for future social science research focused on prescribed
burning and wildfire, so that it can have meaningful impacts on fire policy and
management in the United States.

What theories and methodologies have been used to understand individual
perceptions and behaviors related to prescribed burning and wildfire? (Theory and
Methods Used)
More novel, mixed method approaches are needed.
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Over half of the research reviewed utilized some form of (mail, internet, phone,
drop-off/pick-up) survey methodology, and only 19% used mixed methods. This is
especially noteworthy considering the recent push for the inclusion of multiple
methodologies to improve reliability and validity (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004).
Triangulation can be used to cross validate the findings derived from two or more
methods, ensuring results are not a methodological artifact. One exploratory study in this
integrative review used mixed methods via mail surveys and in-person interviews to
triangulate results on how those with wildfire experience (e.g., evacuation, etc.) attribute
the cause of fire-related damage, compared to those with no experience (Kumagai, Bliss,
Daniels, & Carroll, 2004). Results from this study show that individuals with recent fire
experience attributed the cause of damage to fire officials and nature, and not their own
actions or inactions. Underutilized mixed methods, such as pre- and post-fire surveys,
that test less common theories (e.g., Attribution Theory) enhance our understanding of
how experience with fire and temporality influence the way homeowners attribute blame,
and have valuable management implications in outreach and education for homeowners
(Kumagai et al., 2004).
We suggest using multiple methods to answer complex questions dealing with
people and fire because it has greater potential to reveal more than any single
methodology alone. Future work should continue to combine quantitative (e.g., drought
monitors, previous wildfire locations, high risk forest stands, etc.), with qualitative
methodologies (e.g., interviews, focus groups), and/or secondary data, to triangulate
results from multiple methodologies; this may lead to novel conclusions about
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stakeholder-specific risk perceptions, decision making processes, and other perceptions
relate to actual wildfire risk and prescribed fire exposure.

A more diverse set of theories, beyond the Theory of Planned Behavior, need to be
used.
Nearly 40% of the studies in this review explicitly used social science theory. The
most commonly used theories were: the Theory of Planned Behavior and Protection
Motivation Theory. The Theory of Planned Behavior suggests behavior is deliberative,
and can be predicted based on individuals’ attitude towards the behavior, subjective
norms, and perceived behavioral control (all of which are driven by different beliefs).
These factors influence individuals’ behavioral intentions and actual behaviors. Because
the Theory of Planned Behavior has been used widely in perception, attitude, and
behavior studies across the social sciences, many researchers have begun to branch out
and explore the influence of additional psychosocial factors (outside of attitudes towards
the behavior, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control) on behavioral
intentions (Bates, Quick, & Kloss, 2009; Brenkert-Smith, Champ, & Flores, 2012; Hall &
Slothower, 2009; Vogt, Winter, & Fried, 2005). For example, Bates and his colleagues
(2009) evaluated the association between knowledge of wildfire causes and mitigation
intentions, while also evaluating the common psychosocial factors included in the Theory
of Planned Behavior. The research found knowledge of wildfire impacted perceived
behavioral control, which in turn impacted the behavioral intention to mitigate fire-
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related risks (Bates et al., 2009). Another recent study (Brenkert-Smith et al., 2012)
explored how the common psychosocial factors included in the Theory of Planned
Behavior as well as additional covariates (demographic and parcel characteristics, risk
perceptions, experience with wildfire, social interactions, and information sources used)
influenced the mitigation behaviors of residents living within high fire risk areas of the
WUI. Brenkert-Smith and her colleagues found receiving information from fire
professionals had a strong, positive relationship with residents’ mitigation behavior
(Brenkert-Smith et al., 2012). Two additional factors: belief that the vegetation on their
property contributed to risk and experience with wildfire (evacuation) also increased the
likelihood of engaging in mitigation behavior. These two studies highlight how emerging
research is beginning to explore a wider collection of explanatory variables than the
requisite ones associated with the Theory of Planned Behavior.
Other authors have begun to integrate hazard theories to capitalize on the benefits
of including multiple theories into a framework or model; this can help tease apart
predictor and mediator variables that have been found to be significant in research using a
single theory (McFarlane et al., 2011). For instance, Hall and Slothower (2009) utilized
the Theory of Planned Behavior along with Protection Motivation Theory to survey
Oregon coastal residents on how experience impacts willingness to implement defensible
space on their property as well as participate in a risk-reduction program. In this study,
experience with wildfire was an important predictor of an individuals’ intention to
mitigate wildfire risk, and interest in risk-reduction programs (Hall & Slothower, 2009).
An interest in risk-reduction programs is a good indicator that individuals are concerned
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about mitigating risk on their property, and are more willing to seek out and receive
information from fire professionals. Integrating additional covariates, or theories like
Protection Motivation Theory into future research designs or theoretical models will
continue to clarify the relationship between homeowner perceptions, and how these
translate into mitigation/protective behaviors. However, it is equally as important to
utilize newer theories and methodologies outside of those commonly explored with the
Theory of Planned Behavior.
Heuristics, such as affect, are useful when addressing issues related to humans
and fire. A recent study (Ascher, Wilson, & Toman, 2013) assessed how affective
response, exposure, individual knowledge, and perceived risk influenced public support
for fuels management (prescribed burning and mechanical thinning). The authors found
support for prescribed burning and mechanical thinning was driven by affective response
and perceived benefits of the fuels treatments. Affect significantly influenced the
perceived risk associated with prescribed burning, which in turn significantly influenced
individuals’ level of support towards burning (Ascher, Wilson, & Toman, 2013).
Heuristics and other branches of decision theory are worth delving into, since individuals
often make snap judgments based on perceptions, attitudes, prior experience, and other
behavioral determinants that can have long term consequences that are not apparent while
making the decision.

What groups of individuals have been studied in the past, and how can we include
under-studied groups to improve our understanding of these groups’ perceptions
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and behaviors related to prescribed burning and wildfire? (Psychosocial Aspects of
Fire)

A more in-depth understanding of fire professionals’ perceptions and behaviors is
needed.
Fire professionals have been largely overlooked in previous social science work
on prescribed burning and wildfire; our review revealed only 6% of previous empirical
work has focused on fire professionals. Logistically, this makes sense when considering
the methods used in previous studies (i.e., interviewing fire professionals during the fire
season may not be as feasible as interviewing homeowners during the fire season).
However, since these individuals are at the front line of fire management, understanding
their perceptions and decision making strategies could provide a number of benefits to
policy-makers as well as the social science community focused on prescribed burning and
wildfire.
A recent study assessed the differences in risk perceptions between WUI residents
and wildfire professionals (Meldrum, Champ, Brenkert-Smith, Warziniack, Barth, &
Falk, 2015), finding gaps in risk perceptions between the two groups. When asked about
specific property attributes (e.g., combustibility of the roof, siding, and deck, distance
from house to combustible material) associated with wildfire risk, residents and wildfire
professionals had different assessments with residents under-weighting risk compared to
professionals. Another study examined if biases and heuristics affect the behaviors of
U.S. Forest Service incident command and line officers (Wilson, Winter, Maguire, &
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Ascher, 2011). Wilson and her colleagues found fire managers are relatively risk neutral,
and had neutral opinions about fire use and suppression; use is more beneficial than
suppression, but neither were viewed as exceptionally safe or risky. Managers chose the
safe option when the consequences were positive (potential gains), and individuals who
were labeled ‘risk seeking’ were less likely to follow this trend. Managers with more
experience were found to demonstrate a status quo bias when prescribed fire was the
status quo (Wilson et al., 2011). The studies by Wilson et al. (2011) and Meldrum et al.
(2015) have shed light onto the value of identifying the key factors shaping the decisions
of those individuals who are on the front lines of managing prescribed burns and
wildfires. Fire professionals have unique opinions on public perceptions of and attitudes
towards wildfire; their decision-making strategies also directly affect the risks associated
with prescribed burning as well as wildfire mitigation and response. Consequently, they
should be the focus of more empirical social science research in the future (Asah, 2014).

More definitive work on the factors associated with intent to mitigate wildfire risk is
needed.
The literature reviewed here showed individuals’ risk perceptions and their
decisions to implement mitigation activities on their property is inconclusive, as a wide
variety of factors have been found to influence homeowners/residents’ willingness to take
action to reduce their fire risk. For example, recent research has found homeowner
willingness to create defensible space was contingent upon attitudes towards and
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perceived efficacy of defensible space (Hall & Slothower, 2009). Another recent study
revealed common sense/risk awareness, aesthetics, and agency outreach as main reasons
to implement defensible space (Toman, Stidham, Shindler, & McCaffrey, 2011). In
another study, preparing for or being involved in an evacuation, as well as high risk
perceptions, were identified as factors influencing homeowners’ willingness to engage in
mitigation activities on their property (Brenkert-Smith et al., 2012). However, results
from another study show risk perception as a necessary but insufficient condition for
homeowners/residents to take mitigation actions (McCaffrey et al., 2011). Another study
(Martin, Martin, & Kent, 2009) found homeowners risk perceptions were mediated by
knowledge and locus of responsibility. Contrary to previous results, Martin et al. (2009)
did not find previous wildfire experience to influence risk perceptions or mitigation
behaviors. The sample of findings noted here highlight how the literature on risk
perceptions and the decision to implement mitigation activities is inconclusive. Further
work on this subject, coupled with assessing decision making strategies, could shed light
on exactly what factors influence risk perceptions, and the decision to mitigation risk. It
may also be fruitful to investigate the reciprocal relationship between risk perceptions
and fire management agencies’ outreach efforts. Heightened risk awareness can lead
individuals to seek out information from agency sources, and conversely, agency
outreach can lead to increased risk awareness.

What biophysical aspects of prescribed burning and wildfire have been less focused
on in previous research and can they be the focus of future research to enhance our
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understanding of prescribed burning and wildfire as a socio-ecological
phenomenon? (Biophysical Aspects of Fire)
Future work is needed on perceptions and behaviors as a function of forest
ecosystem type.
A number of studies (16%) included details about the specific forest ecosystem
type in the study area in the introduction, methods, and results sections (Winter & Fried
2000; Gordon, Matarrita-Cascante, Stedman & Luloff, 2010; Gordon, Stedman, & Luloff
2010; Carroll, Cohn, & Blatner, 2004). However, no previous research has analyzed the
perceptions and behaviors of homeowners, residents, or fire professionals as a function of
forest ecosystem type or its related fire regime. Similarly, no previous research has
provided participants with forest ecosystem information as a frame of reference. A couple
of studies provided parcel and tax lot information as a frame of reference (Fischer &
Charnley, 2012; Fischer, 2011). However, it is interesting that most studies (86%) did not
provide participants with information related to the forest ecosystem in question; there is
no way to say that the results of these studies are products of perceptions, attitudes, etc.
about the specific forest ecosystem the authors are addressing. Individuals typically use
their surrounding area as a frame of reference, so it would be beneficial to provide
participants information about the forest ecosystem and fire regime of the area in
question. Fire regimes indicate spatial and temporal patterns and ecosystem impacts of
fire on a given landscape, and change with vegetation type and weather and climate
patterns. Information on specific forest ecosystem types and fire regimes should be
identified and transparent to individuals when they are being solicited about their risk
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from prescribed burns and wildfire; this would provide an accurate frame of reference
from which to answer risk perception, decision making, and other related questions. In
studying the psychosocial aspects of wildfire, social scientists would benefit from
providing participants with information on the fire regime in the study area. This will
enable individuals to be more informed about their actual level of fire risk and make
more informed, context-specific, decisions.
Further, it has been shown that additional knowledge on fire generally increases
fire tolerance (Cortner, Zwolinski, Carpenter, & Taylor, 1984). Additional knowledge on
fire coupled with information on specific ecosystem type and fire regime can provide a
more accurate assessment of individuals’ behaviors and behavioral intentions.
Information on fire regimes can be integrated into fire managers and forestry
professionals’ outreach and education efforts targeted at homeowners and residents. With
knowledge on how different stakeholder groups perceive information and risks, and make
decisions on mitigation strategies, professionals can tailor information and outreach
strategies specifically to meet the needs of different stakeholder groups in an area.
Educational information should be geographically specific to help improve the likelihood
fire management decisions are accepted by locals (Cortner et al., 1984). In summary, to
capture geographically specific information on perceptions and behaviors related to
prescribed burning and wildfire, forest ecosystem and fire regime information should be
provided to participants in future research.
Continued focus on the WUI can open up the possibilities for longitudinal analyses.
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Our review revealed that the WUI has been the focus of most research into
perceptions and behaviors surrounding prescribed burning and wildfire. This is not
surprising considering the WUI has increasing numbers of structures and area burned
annually by wildfire, and protecting these structures is more challenging relative to other
areas (Hammer, Stewart, & Radeloff, 2009). With the influx of new residents entering the
WUI, there is a unique opportunity to assess decision making strategies and mitigation
behaviors within these areas before they expand outward and fire risk increases (Bihari &
Ryan, 2012). Since the majority of research has been done in the WUI, there is potential
for longitudinal studies to show how attitudes, risk perceptions, decision making
strategies, and support for management has changed among homeowners/residents.
Illustrating how these aspects have changed over time with exposure to, and education
on, wildfire can provide critical information on how to begin addressing communities
that have relatively less exposure, or a community that has only recently been
established. Utilizing the information we have from previous work on developed WUI
areas could provide insight to those previously rural or undeveloped areas that are
urbanizing. Information on the ‘lessons learned’ from previous wildfire experiences in
the WUI would be beneficial information for residents moving into the WUI where
wildfire risk is high. Since the WUI continues to expand over time, it will be beneficial to
continue studying residents in the WUI to understand how their attitudes, planning
efforts, and responses to, prescribed burning and wildfire change over time.
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How has climate change and multiple forest disturbances/hazards been included in
previous work? (Fire Type and Management)
Climate change needs to be more thoroughly integrated into future work.
Only two studies in this review specifically addressed homeowner perceptions of
the influence of climate change and climate variability on wildfire risk or the need for
prescribed burning (Ojerio et al., 2011; Schulte & Miller, 2010). There is undoubtedly a
need to include climate change as a more explicit factor influencing perceptions and
behaviors surrounding prescribed burning and wildfire. Analyzing climate change
knowledge related to prescribed burns and wildfire can illustrate how well individuals
understand environmental processes at a larger scale. Individuals who understand climate
change and believe it is happening, and have knowledge on the impacts to forests, are
more likely to see the broader management goals that are associated with personal
mitigation behaviors. For instance, a landowner or homeowner that understands the
potential increase in fire risk associated with decreased annual precipitation and increased
average temperatures can more readily conceptualize how those factors can increase the
likelihood of a fire near their home. This understanding and thought process could push
homeowners and residents to engage in mitigation behaviors that will protect themselves
and their assets.

More work is needed on perceptions and behaviors related to multiple forest
disturbances.
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Nearly all studies in this review (91%) have only assessed the psychosocial and
biophysical aspects of fire, in comparison to fire and additional disturbances. Only five
studies addressed fire and additional disturbances. An interesting result came from a
recent study on wildfire and hurricanes (Newman et al., 2014). Individuals living near the
ocean in the western part of Florida described hurricanes as being a greater risk relative
to wildfire, even though fire is still a significant risk in that area. This is an example in
how individuals order threats, based on what is visually apparent in their daily lives, and
what seems to be a more catastrophic, unpredictable disturbance. Based on other gaps in
the research, it would be interesting to analyze how residents/landowners order firespecific threats relative to other threats like drought and flooding events, and how
knowledge on or belief in climate change influences how individuals order these threats.
LIMITATIONS

A limitation of our integrative review is that it does not capture the growing body
of work describing community-level responses to prescribed burning and wildfire risks.
Much of this work is theoretically-focused and has not been grounded in empirical data.
For example, Paveglio and his colleagues (2015) as well has Carroll and Paveglio (2016)
have developed a conceptual approach to better understand adaptive capacity through
‘community archetypes’. Paveglio and his colleagues (2016) have also described how
different definitions of community can shape collective adaption. The conceptual and
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theoretical advances developed in this work certainly needs to be included in broader
discussions focused on how to build more resilient and fire-adapted communities.
Community-level research could provide a more comprehensive and realistic analysis of
the dynamic nature of how diverse stakeholder groups interact and collectively prepare
for and/or respond to, prescribed burning and wildfire. Recent research by some in the
social science community acknowledge that inter-group relationships are critical to
successfully preparing for and managing prescribed burning and wildfire (Steelman,
2016). The risks associated with prescribed and wildland fire are most effectively
mitigated through the collective actions of a community. However, collective action is
extremely difficult to measure (Meinzen-Dick, DiGregorio, & McCarthy, 2004; Poteete
& Ostrom, 2004). Conceptual and theoretical work can provide important insights into
how different communities can mitigate the risks associated with prescribed and wildland
fire; it can also provide insights into how those communities are likely to respond to
uncontained prescribed burns and wildfire events.
Another limitation of this review is the focus on studies only in the United States.
There have been a number of studies done in Australia (Anton & Lawrence, 2016;
McGee & Russell, 2003), and Canada (Arvai, Gregory, Ohlson, Blackwell & Gray, 2006;
McGee, McFarlane & Varghese, 2009) which have similar research objectives and
methodological approaches. However, to avoid lengthy discussions of how international
level geophysical, political, and social differences (e.g., differences in topography,
climate, political structure, management, and land/home owner programs) could
influence the results of this study, international work has been excluded from this review.
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In the future, a global integrative review following the methodology we have utilized
here would offer novel insight as to how additional factors, which have previously been
excluded from analysis, influence the perceptions and behaviors of individuals dealing
with prescribed and wildland fire.
CONCLUSION

In this review, we evaluated existing empirical research focused on individuals’
perceptions and behaviors related to prescribed burning and wildfire in the United States.
By organizing the review around four thematic categories, we have been able to
systematically dissect and quantify how (theory and methods used) and what
(psychosocial aspects of fire, biophysical aspects of fire, fire type and management)
research has been done. In this, we answered four general research questions which build
on previous literature reviews: 1) What theories and methodologies have been used to
understand individual perceptions and behaviors related to prescribed burning and
wildfire?; 2) What groups of individuals have been studied in the past, and how can we
include under-studied groups to improve our understanding of these groups’ perceptions
and behaviors related to prescribed burning and wildfire?; 3) What biophysical aspects of
prescribed burning and wildfire have been less focused on in previous research and can
they be the focus of future research to enhance our understanding of prescribed burning
and wildfire as a socio-ecological phenomenon?; and 4) How has climate change and
multiple forest disturbances/hazards been included in previous work? We have used our
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analysis to identify several areas across the thematic categories where future research is
needed. Our intent is to help social scientists focus their research on the areas where
future work can make the greatest contribution to our collective understanding of
perceptions and behaviors related to prescribed burning and wildfire.
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CHAPTER III RISK PERCEPTIONS AND MITIGATION BEHAVIORS OF
RESIDENTS FOLLOWING A NEAR-MISS WILDFIRE

Citation: Larsen, L.N.D, Howe, P.D., Brunson, M, Yocom, L., McAvoy, D., Berry, E.H.,
and Smith, J.W. (2020). Risk perceptions and mitigation behaviors of residents following
a near-miss wildfire. Landscape and Urban Planning. 207, 104005.
ABSTRACT

Wildfires pose significant risks to populations living in the Wildland-Urban Interface
(WUI). We examine the influence of WUI residents’ risk perceptions as well as other
cognitive constructs (guided by Protection Motivation Theory) likely to influence their
decisions to take wildfire mitigation actions before and shortly after a near-miss wildfire.
We used a drop-off/pick up survey to compare pre- and post-fire risk perceptions and
mitigation actions of residents living in close proximity to the 416 Fire in southwestern
Colorado, USA. Our research was guided by the general question, does a near-miss
wildfire influence residents’ perceptions and self-reported fire risk mitigation behaviors?
Specifically, we examined the cognitive appraisals and physical risk factors influencing
residents’ previous and planned mitigation actions both before and after the fire. Our
findings show risk perceptions declined significantly after the fire while residents’
intentions to take nine different fire risk mitigation actions increased. These results
suggest near-miss fire events result in simultaneous “let-downs” and “wake-up calls”
among affected residents. Near-miss wildfires present a unique opportunity for wildfire
community preparedness, outreach, and engagement programs to capitalize on an
increased willingness to take risk mitigation actions. However, these programs may face
difficulties in communicating the continued threat of subsequent fire events.
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INTRODUCTION

The rapid expansion of the wildland-urban interface (WUI) in the western United
States has both increased the risk of wildfire (Radeloff, Helmers, Kramer, Mockrin,
Alexandre, Bar-Massada, Butsic, Hawbaker, Martinuzzi, Syphard & Stewart, 2018) and
made wildfire risk mitigation efforts more difficult to coordinate and implement
(Hammer, Stewart & Radeloff, 2009). The WUI includes the edges of large cities and
small communities where homes and other structures are intermixed with forests and
other land uses (Alavalapati, Carter & Newman, 2005). If current growth trends continue,
the western U.S. will add approximately 12.3 million WUI housing units before 2030
(Hammer et al., 2009). Local risk mitigation efforts are critical to lowering WUI
communities’ risk of damage from inevitable wildfires (Hammer et al., 2009).
Consequently, understanding the factors that influence WUI residents’ decisions to
engage in risk mitigation is crucial to identifying effective communication strategies and
policies that lead to more WUI residents engaging in mitigation.
One of the most common factors assumed to be associated with WUI residents’
decisions to engage in risk mitigation is the perceived risk to themselves and their
properties they associate with a potential wildfire. However, there have been mixed
findings for the presence of a positive relationship between perceived risk and engaging
in wildfire mitigation. Some investigations have found a positive relationship (Martin,
Bender & Raish, 2007a; Martin, Bender & Raish, 2007b), while others have found no
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relationship (Collins, 2008; Gordon, Luloff & Stedman, 2012). These conflicting results
suggest the connection between risk perception and wildfire mitigation behavior is
tenuous. Aside from the influence of risk perceptions in particular, there is no consensus
on the most important factors that influence wildfire mitigation behaviors (Jakus, Shaw,
Nguyen & Walker, 2009; Martin et al., 2007b; Martin, Martin & Kent, 2009; McFarlane,
McGee & Faulkner, 2012; Koksal, McLennan, Every & Bearman, 2019). Individuals’
decisions to engage in wildfire mitigation is highly complex, being influenced by a
variety of factors like their previous experience with a wildfire (Brenkert-Smith, Champ
& Flores, 2012; Champ & Brenkert-Smith, 2016; Hall & Slothower, 2009; Martin et al.,
2009; McFarlane et al., 2012; Champ, Donovan & Barth, 2013; Wolters, Steel, Weston &
Brunson, 2017), their knowledge of wildfire (Champ et al., 2013), the characteristics of
their property or home (Brenkert-Smith et al., 2012; Champ et al., 2013; Collins, 2008;
Schulte & Miller, 2010), and their socioeconomic characteristics (Brenkert-Smith et al.,
2012; Champ & Brenkert-Smith, 2016; Champ et al., 2013; Hall & Slothower, 2009;
McNeill, Dunlop, Heath, Skinner & Morrison, 2013). Through this investigation, we are
able to contribute to this body of knowledge by explicitly examining how the influence of
many of the factors shown to influence wildfire mitigation decisions changes after
individuals experience a near-miss wildfire event. Specifically, we examine the influence
of residents’ risk perceptions1 as well as other cognitive constructs (informed by

1

We recognize that ‘risk’ has been conceptualized in a number of ways in the literature. We characterize
risk as the combination of the perceived probability of a hazard event and the perceived consequences of
that event; this follows Bubeck and colleagues (2012) and is consistent with two dimensions of Protection
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Protection Motivation Theory (Rogers, 1983)) likely to influence the decision to engage
in wildfire mitigation. Our investigation focuses on residents of Colorado’s Animas
Valley who experienced the 416 Fire during the summer of 2018.

Near-Miss Events and their Influence on Cognitive and Behavioral Responses
A near-miss occurs when a hazard event could end in disaster (i.e., loss of
property or life) but the negative outcome is avoided mostly by chance (Dillon & Tinsley,
2016). The literature on the effects of near-miss events on risk perceptions and risk
mitigation behaviors is still emerging. To date, this work has largely focused on hazards
other than wildfires, particularly hurricanes. For example, several studies have shown that
individuals who believe they were not harmed during a hurricane because they and their
properties are resilient underestimate future danger and engage in more risky behavior
compared to those who believe the near-miss event demonstrated how vulnerable they are
(Dillon & Tinsley, 2016; Dillon, Tinsley & Burns, 2014; Dillon, Tinsley & Cronin,
2011). Being indirectly or directly impacted by a hazard can lead to an increased level of
perceived risk (Rickard, Yang, Schuldt, Eosco, Scherer & Daziano, 2017), stronger
beliefs about preparation (Becker, Paton, Johnston, Ronan & McClure, 2017), and
engaging in more mitigation to prepare for future hazards (Brenkert-Smith et al., 2012;
McGee, McFarlane & Varghese, 2009). Many of the same cognitive and behavioral

Motivation Theory (dimensions: the potential of a hazard event to occur and the potential consequences of
the hazard event).
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responses reported in the broader literature may also occur for WUI residents who have
experienced a wildfire.
Arvai and colleagues (2006) provide an investigation focused on the effects of
near-miss wildfires on impacted individuals. Their investigation revealed two generally
contrasting ways that individuals respond to near-miss wildfires. First, the near-miss
wildfire can serve as a post-exposure wake-up call in which individuals have greater
awareness of risks, heightened risk perceptions, and stronger motivations to engage in
mitigation after the event. Alternatively, the near-miss wildfire can result in a postexposure letdown in which individuals believe that they were the victims of a low
probability hazard event that is unlikely to happen again. This belief coincides with
individuals experiencing feelings of safety, low risk perceptions for future events, and
lower motivations to engage in mitigation actions. During a series of workshops the
authors asked two groups of individuals (one was directly impacted, and one group was
not directly impacted by the 2003 fire season in British Columbia) questions to identify if
individuals responded through a post-exposure wakeup call or a letdown. Individuals who
were directly impacted by wildfire displayed characteristics of a post-exposure letdown
when compared to the individuals who were not directly impacted.
While not specifically investigating the “near-miss” concept, previous research
into cognitive and behavioral responses to wildland fire does suggest the processes of
wakeup calls and letdowns do occur in individuals affected by wildland fire. For
example, interviews with residents who experienced the 2003 Lost Creek and McLure
wildfires in western Canada suggest the fires served as a wakeup call, increasing
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perceptions of future wildfire risks and inciting new mitigation behaviors (McGee et al.,
2009). Conversely, interviews with residents in Reno, Nevada (USA) and Pocatello, ID
(UDA) who had experienced multiple wildfires in recent years revealed relatively little
direct influence of those previous experiences on risk perceptions and intended mitigation
behaviors, indicative of a post-exposure letdown (Paveglio, Abrams, & Ellison, 2016).
Similar results were found by both Hall and Slothower (2009) and Champ and BrenkertSmith (2016) in their studies of communities in Oregon (USA) and Colorado (USA),
respectively. By examining if residents living in a mandatory evacuation zone have
altered their risk perceptions and behaviors, our investigation will be able to examine
whether or not the 416 fire was experienced as a post-exposure wake-up call or a
letdown.

Protection Motivation Theory

Protection Motivation Theory posits that two cognitive appraisals (threat and
coping appraisals) shape the decision to protect oneself from a given threat (Maddux &
Rogers, 1983; Bubeck, Botzen & Aerts, 2012). The threat appraisal includes perceived
severity (how bad the consequences of a threat will be) and perceived vulnerability (the
probability of a threat occurring). The coping appraisal includes response efficacy (the
belief that the mitigation action taken will reduce risk), self-efficacy (the belief in one’s
capacity to carry out the action), and response costs (how much will it cost to implement
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the action) (Bubeck et al., 2012). Individuals are assumed to consider to varying degrees
each of the dimensions included in Protection Motivation Theory when choosing to
engage in a protective or maladaptive response to a threat (Rogers, 1983; Rogers &
Prentice-Dunn, 1997).
Protection Motivation Theory has been used widely in natural hazards research on
drought (Keshavarz & Karami, 2016), earthquakes (Mulilis & Lippa, 1990), flooding
(Grothmann & Reussig, 2006; Poussin, Botzen & Aerts, 2014), wildfire (Hall &
Slothower, 2009; Martin et al., 2007a; Martin et al., 2007b; McFarlane et al., 2011), and
bushfires (McLennan, Cowlishaw, Paton, Beatson & Elliott, 2014; Westcott, Ronan,
Bambrick & Taylor, 2017).
We use Protection Motivation Theory to contribute to the growing body of
literature which has investigated the wildfire mitigation behaviors of WUI residents in the
United States. For example, Martin, Bender & Raish (2007a, b) used elements of
Protection Motivation Theory (in combination with the Transtheoretical Model of
Change and homeowners’ subjective knowledge on wildfire risks) to evaluate what
motivated individuals to protect themselves. The authors found perceived vulnerability
and perceived severity positively influenced the mitigation actions residents took to
protect themselves from future wildfire risks. Hall and Slothower (2009) also used
Protection Motivation Theory (in conjunction with the Theory of Planned Behavior and
past experience with wildfire) to predict individuals’ willingness to create defensible
space. The authors found individuals’ willingness to create defensible space around their
residences was positively correlated with their response efficacy of defensible space.
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Our research aims to add to previous research using Protection Motivation Theory
within the context of wildfire risk by assessing if and how various dimensions of the
theory change after individuals experience a near-miss wildfire.

The Relationship Between Physical Risk and Mitigation Behaviors
In addition to the cognitive factors suggested by Protection Motivation Theory
that influence individuals’ willingness to mitigate wildfire risks, previous research also
suggests mitigation behaviors are influenced by the landscapes surrounding individuals’
properties. Previous investigations have used vegetation density (Champ et al., 2013;
Olsen, Kline, Ager, Olsen & Short, 2017), the presence of hazardous conditions on
landowners’ parcels or neighboring parcels (Fischer, Kline, Ager, Charnley, & Olsen,
2014), and lot size as well as proximity of a wildfire to the parcel (Champ & BrenkertSmith, 2016) to assess the likelihood that individuals would undertake mitigation actions.
Results from these studies lend support for the inclusion of physical risk measures as
factors that may influence residents’ wildfire mitigation behaviors. We build on this
literature by examining the influence of vegetation, fire proximity, and acreage, on
individuals’ risk perceptions and mitigation actions before and after experiencing a nearmiss wildfire.

Objectives
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We compare the self-reported pre- and post-fire risk perceptions and mitigation
actions of residents living in close proximity to the 416 Fire in southwestern Colorado,
USA. Specifically, we examine the cognitive appraisals and physical risk factors
influencing residents’ previous and planned mitigation actions both before and after the
fire. Although some previous research has addressed the decision making of individuals
who directly experienced a wildfire event, this paper advances research on wildfire
decision making by asking individuals who recently experienced a nearby wildfire to
report their risk perceptions and the mitigation actions taken prior to and after
experiencing the wildfire. By doing so, we are able to describe how a near-miss wildfire
event influenced residents’ risk perceptions as well as their mitigation behaviors. Our
research is guided by the general question, does a near-miss wildfire influence residents’
perceptions and self-reported fire risk mitigation behaviors? The specific objectives of
our analysis are to examine:
1) the influence of a near-miss wildfire on changes in mitigation actions taken
before and after the wildfire;
2) the influence of a near-miss event on the cognitive constructs likely to
influence the decision to take wildfire mitigation actions according to
Protection Motivation Theory; and
3) the relationships between the physical characteristics of respondents’
properties and the belief in the effectiveness of wildfire mitigation actions
(response efficacy).
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METHODS

Fire Identification
The geographic proximity of the 416 Fire to nearby residents provides a valuable
opportunity to understand how residents protect themselves prior to and plan to protect
themselves following a major wildfire. The 416 Fire threatened the residents in the
Animas Valley who lived along Highway 550; an area classified as WUI. The fire
perimeter was visible and proximal to some residents’ properties on the west side of the
valley. The valley is narrow with only one entrance to the north and one to the south,
which can present difficulty in evacuating residents (Cova, Theobald, Norman &
Siebeneck, 2013). Approximately 1,300 residents in the Animas Valley were evacuated
from their homes and a number of them were exposed to a variety of fire related
consequences (e.g., smoke, limited evacuation routes, financial constraints of
evacuation). The land use patterns around the 416 Fire (i.e., residential development)
allowed us to collect data from individuals who were more directly impacted by the fire
compared to individuals who were more than a few miles from the perimeter, or only
experienced indirect impacts such as smoke.
The 416 Fire (Figure 8) was identified by tracking active wildfires in the
Intermountain West throughout the 2018 fire season. We used InciWeb data (InciWeb,
n.d.) which provides detailed information (e.g., location, date, anticipated containment
date, size, weather concerns, projected fire activity) on all current active wildfires. We also
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gathered information from local news outlets to identify how many residents were
evacuated and how prominent the fire was in the local news. Prior to selecting the 416 Fire,
we determined wildfires of interest as those fires that met the following criteria:
●
●
●
●

Had an anticipated 100% containment date of August 1, 2018;
Had exceeded 20,000 acres pre-containment;
Involved the evacuation of residents; and
Involved wildland urban interface and intermix areas within a ten-mile radius.

These criteria were determined based on time and resources available for data collection
and the need to focus on a large (> 20,000 acres) near-miss wildfire in the WUI.
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Figure 8. The 416 Fire burn perimeter (red polygon) and all residences that were
included in the sample for this study (yellow dots) in La Plata County, Colorado, USA.

The 416 Fire met the above mentioned criteria and had spatial data on the fire
perimeter and evacuation zone available. Further, at the time of fire selection the 416 Fire
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was the fifth largest in Colorado history; the region is also one of the three within the
state that are at the greatest risk of wildfire damage (Romme, Barry, Hanna, Floyd &
White, 2006). The fire started on June 1, 2018 approximately 6 km (~10 miles) north of
Durango, Colorado. The 416 Fire burned through approximately 21,613 ha (83 mi2) of
U.S.D.A. Forest Service land and 292 ha (1.1 mi2) of private land.

Sample Selection
The 416 Fire and corresponding evacuation zone spatial data (ArcGIS, 2018) and
parcel data for Animas Valley (La Plata County Colorado, 2019) were compiled to
identify all residents near the eastern burn perimeter on the western side of the Animas
Valley. La Plata County parcel data provided information on the existing 5,369 industrial,
commercial, and residential parcels in the vicinity of the fire. We excluded all industrial
and commercial parcels and parcels that had two addresses indicating the property was a
secondary or vacation home. All remaining condominiums, apartments, townhomes, and
single-family residences within the evacuation and non-evacuation zones were included,
leaving 2,102 usable parcels.
We used a random number generator to extract 500 parcels from the sampling
frame. The decision to sample 500 parcels was driven by the amount of time we had to
administer surveys on-site (two weeks) and by a desire to obtain a sufficient number of
responses to represent the area’s adult population. The sampled parcels were mapped to
minimize travel time and ensure we were able to distribute 500 surveys. Once in the field
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it was apparent that nearly all parcels in the northern valley (n = 120) were second and
vacation homes with no current occupancy, thus, these parcels were excluded from
sampling. To account for this, we randomly re-sampled 120 of the remaining southern
parcels to reach the desired sample size.
Although this resample was not ideal, many of the homes in the northern valley
were in gated communities. These communities likely have homeowner associations that
hire out landscape and exterior maintenance to meet community standards. Because our
survey asked specifically about mitigation actions taken by residents, responses from
individuals living in these communities would be biased. Additionally, because the
survey occurred in mid-November, most if not all of these part-time residents were not
likely to be present. To reach these residents we would have had to do an additional
mailing to their primary residence which would have increased the amount of time
between the 416 Fire and when the residents received the survey which could enhance
cognitive distortions used to answer retroactive pre/post survey designs.
DATA COLLECTION

Survey Administration
Previous research shows substantially higher average response rates for dropoff/pick-up surveys when compared to traditional mail surveys (Jackson-Smith, Flint,
Dolan, Holyoak, Trentelman, Thomas & Ma, 2016; Lovelock, Stiff, Cullwick &
Kaufman, 1976; Melevin, Dillman, Baxter & Lamiman, 1999). To achieve the highest
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response rate possible, we utilized the drop-off/pick-up method with the option to mail
the survey back in a pre-paid envelope. Surveys were administered in person by three
researchers. We knocked on the door of each sampled house and if someone answered
the door we asked for the person in charge of yard and house maintenance to complete
the survey; this has been shown to increase response rates by approximately 10-37%
compared to other methods (i.e., handing the survey to whoever answers the door, or
leaving the survey on the doorknob with no face-to-face contact) (Melevin et al., 1999).
To maximize the time we had in the field we asked the first 25 households if they
preferred to mail the survey back or have us return to pick up the completed survey. Each
of these 25 individuals indicated they preferred the mail back option, so we asked the
remaining 475 individuals (that answered the door) to mail the survey back in the prepaid envelope. The surveys were administered between 8 a.m. and 6 p.m. every day
between November 8 and November 21, 2018.

Measures

Dimensions of Protection Motivation Theory
The survey instrument (Appendix A) was designed to measure each of the
processes described by Protection Motivation Theory. Perceived severity before the 416
Fire was elicited by asking residents to estimate their level of concern about wildfire prior
to the fire. For both perceived severity and response efficacy, we asked respondents to
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retroactively estimate their beliefs prior to the fire as well as at the time they were
surveyed (i.e., post-fire). Self-efficacy and response costs were only measured at the time
residents were surveyed due to the nature of what each dimension of Protection
Motivation Theory measures. Logically, response costs may not differ much pre/post fire,
and self-efficacy shouldn’t change in less than one year except in the unlikely case of
injury or illness.
These questions were framed based on the authors’ understanding of Protection
Motivation Theory and references to previous literature that used the theory in social
science research. These questions were not adopted from previous surveys because they
were written specifically to study responses to the 416 Fire within a few months of 100%
fire containment. The authors acknowledge this as a potential limitation, however, we are
confident the rapid response in which this survey was administered provides value in
understanding perceptions and intentions to mitigate shortly after experiencing a
proximal wildfire. The survey questions were reviewed by four social scientists, a fire
ecologist, and an Extension specialist with expertise in wildfire risk mitigation. Each
dimension along with its specific measure and temporal reference is shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Appraisal processes, dimensions, definitions, and survey questions associated
with Protection Motivation Theory

Coping Appraisal

Threat Appraisal

Dimension

Definition

Perceived
Severity

How bad the
consequences of a
threat will be

Perceived
Vulnerability

The probability of a
threat occurring

Response
Efficacy

Belief that the
specified action(s)
will be effective

Self-Efficacy

Belief in one’s
capacity to carry out
specified action(s)

Response Costs

How much will it
cost to implement
action(s) and the
value of these costs

Survey Question

When you first heard
about the 416 Fire, did
you think it would grow
large
enough
to
threaten
residential
areas?
Pre-fire: Before the
416 Fire, how likely
did you think it was
that a wildfire could
start in Animas Valley?
Post-fire: How likely
do you think it is that a
wildfire could start in
Animas Valley next
year?
Pre-fire: Did you take
any of the following
actions before the 416
fire? If YES, please
indicate how much you
think each action
reduced the risk of
damage from the 416
wildfire.
Post-fire: Do you plan
on taking any of the
following actions
before the 2019 fire
season? If YES, please
indicate how much you
think each action will
reduce the risk of
future wildfire damage.
Do you believe you
could undertake all of
the actions listed in
question 13 that you
plan on taking within
the next 12 months?
Considering all of the
costs associated with
protecting your home
and property from
wildfire risk (labor,
time, money) do you
think the costs are
worth the benefits?

Response Options

Scale Type

Pre-fire,
post-fire
or both?

•
•
•
•
•

Not very likely
Somewhat unlikely
Neutral/unsure
Somewhat likely
Very likely

5 point
Likert scale

Pre-fire

•
•
•
•
•

Not very likely
Somewhat unlikely
Neutral/unsure
Somewhat likely
Very likely

5 point
Likert scale

Both

•
•
•
•
•

Minimal reduction
Slight reduction
Moderate reduction
Major reduction
Unsure

5 point
Likert scale

Both

•
•
•

Yes, no,
other

Post-fire

•

No
Yes
I don’t plan on
taking any of the
actions listed in
question 8
Unsure

•
•
•

No
Yes
Unsure

Yes, no,
unsure

Post-fire
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Mitigation Behaviors
The instrument solicited information about six specific wildfire mitigation measures
residents could have taken prior to or following the 416 Fire to reduce risks to themselves
as well as their home and property. We asked residents to indicate if they had taken each
action prior to the 416 Fire, and also if they intended to take each action after the 416 Fire
prior to the 2019 fire season. We included three personal protection measures and six
property management actions (Table 4). The personal protection measures were included
to understand more holistically how people physically and mentally prepare for future
wildfires. The property management measures were identified by cross-referencing
mitigation behavior actions from: FireWise, The National Interagency Fire Center, The
National Fire Protection Association, and the Federal Emergency Management Agency.
We reduced an exhaustive list of 44 potential mitigation actions down to six to make this
section of the survey a manageable length.
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Table 4. Mitigation behaviors compiled from FireWise, the National Interagency Fire
Center, The National Fire Protection Association, and FEMA that were included in the
survey to measure which actions were taken by residents prior to and after the 416 Fire
Mitigation
Mitigation behavior
Response
Question
type
Options
asked
about
pre-fire,
post-fire,
or both?
Evacuation
Created a written or verbal
Both
• No
preparation
plan for future evacuations
• Yes
Evacuation
preparation
Evacuation
preparation

Packed an evacuation bag to
keep in case of an emergency
Signed up for emergency text
alerts (or other alerts)

•
•
•
•

No
Yes
No
Yes

Both

Property
protection
Property
protection

Screened in attic, roof, eaves,
and foundation vents
Moved firewood and other
combustibles 30 feet from
structures on your property
Cleared roof, deck, and
gutters of pine needles and
other debris
Remove flammable debris
from foundation of home and
deck
Disposed of dead fuel
accumulation on property
(slash, brush, twigs, etc.)
Thinned and pruned trees and
shrubs within the first 30 ft. of
home

•
•
•
•

No
Yes
No
Yes

Both

•
•

No
Yes

Both

•
•

No
Yes

Both

•
•

No
Yes

Both

•
•

No
Yes

Both

Property
protection
Property
protection
Property
protection
Property
protection

Both

Both
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To measure the response efficacy of each mitigation behavior we included the
sub-question, ‘If YES, please indicate how much you think each action reduced the risk of
damage from the 416 Fire’ on a 5-point ordinal scale (minimal reduction, slight
reduction, moderate reduction, major reduction, unsure). This dimension of Protection
Motivation Theory provides a deeper understanding of the perceived effectiveness of
these mitigation behaviors.
Our survey relied on self-reported pre- and post-fire measures of Protection
Motivation Theory and mitigation actions. Since a true pre/post survey design centered
around a wildfire event would be extremely difficult to conduct, we chose to use selfreported measures as they still collect important data on how individuals conceptualize
wildfire risk and prepare for future wildfires. The authors recognize the potential pitfalls
of this approach including cognitive distortions and heuristics that may have influenced
our data, and these potential biases should be considered when interpreting our results.

Physical Risk Characteristics of Sampled Parcels
LandFire data were collected to provide context to the physical characteristics of
sampled parcels (LANDFIRE, 2008). LandFire provides national geospatial data on
vegetation, fuel, disturbance, and fire regimes at a 30m resolution. We analyzed ten
variables from LandFire and decided on existing vegetation (forest) cover as the best
indicator for physical risk (Champ et al., 2013; Winter & Fried, 2000). Existing
vegetation cover is defined as ‘vertically projected percent cover of the live canopy layer
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for a specific area’ (LANDFIRE, 2008). We joined LandFire data with La Plata County
parcel data as well as survey responses to create a master dataset that was uploaded and
analyzed in QGIS. We calculated the distance from each parcel to the 416 Fire perimeter
as another indicator for physical risk during the event. We also included the acreage of
each parcel assuming the size of a parcel may influence the willingness and/or ability of
residents to take certain mitigation actions (Paveglio, Prato, Edgeley & Nalle, 2016;
Paveglio, Edgeley & Stasiewicz, 2018; Warziniack; Champ, Meldrum, Brenkert-Smith,
Barth & Falk, 2018).

Data Analysis
To answer our research question, does a near-miss wildfire influence residents’
perceptions and self-reported fire risk mitigation behaviors? we conducted two sets of
analyses. The first compared descriptive statistics from the self-reported mitigation
actions and the cognitive constructs likely to influence the decision to take wildfire
mitigation actions (drawn from Protection Motivation Theory) before and after the 416
Fire (research objectives 1 and 2). The second analysis (research objective 3) used
bivariate correlations for non-parametric data (tested with the Spearman’s Rho statistic)
to examine relationships between response efficacy and the continuous measures of
physical risk characteristics (i.e., acreage, distance to 416 Fire, distance to Highway 550).
We also used Chi-square tests to examine the relationships between response efficacy and
the categorical measure of physical risk, vegetative cover. This was done for all pre- and
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post-fire mitigation actions to determine the significant factors influencing the response
efficacy of each mitigation actions. We chose not to analyze a single structural model
given certain aspects of Protection Motivation Theory were only asked pre- or post-fire
(i.e., a single structural model would result in an excessive loss of data).

RESULTS

Descriptive statistics

Respondent Characteristics

Of the 500 surveys that were delivered, 204 (40.8%) were face-to-face deliveries
and 294 (58.8%) were left on the door knob. Two residents (0.4%) declined to
participate. A total of 198 usable surveys were returned for a total response rate of 39%2.
The response rate might have been higher had we picked-up all surveys in person.
Previous research using a drop-off/mail-back method reported lower response rates than
if the collection method was pick-up only (Melevin et al. 1999; Steele, Bourke, Luloff,
Liao, Theodori & Krannich, 2001).

2

Of the surveys that were returned 54.5% were delivered face-to-face and 45.5% were left on residents
doorknobs when we could not make face-to-face contact.
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The overwhelming majority (94%) of respondents were primary residents. We
had a nearly equal number of responses from men (54%) and women (45%) (Table 5).
Nearly half of respondents were retired (48%) with a minimum age of 26, a maximum
age of 87, and a mean age of 61 years. Those who were currently employed held a variety
of jobs such as carpenter, civil engineer, restaurant owner, professor, and truck driver.
Our respondents had high educational attainment and were affluent; nearly 80% had at
least a bachelor’s degree and the average annual household income was $131,176.
Finally, we had nearly equal proportions of responses from short-term residents (those
who had lived at their current residence for less than 10-years; 49%) and long-term
residents (more than 10-years; 51%).
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Table 5. Characteristics of residents and their properties (n=198)
Percent
Age
88 to 69
68 to 49
48 to 29
28 to 18
Did not answer
Gender
Male
Female
Other; prefer
not to answer
Did not answer
Educational
attainment
Less than 9th
grade
Some high
school
High school or
equivalent
Some college,
no degree
Associates
degree
Bachelors
degree
Masters degree
Professional
degree
Doctoral degree
Did not answer
Household
Annual
Income
$0-9,000
$10,000-39,000
$40,000-89,000
$90,000149,000
$150,000199,000
$200,000259,000
$300,0001,000,000
Did not answer
Property
Characteristics
Acres (ac)
Distance from
parcel to fire
boundary (m)
Distance from
parcel to
Highway 550
(m)
Existing forest
cover (forest
cover, binary
measure)

Mean
61.1

S.D.
13.3

Min.
26

Max.
87

6.2

1.4

2

9

130,527

147,721

9,000

1,000,000

1.7
2628.9

3.7
2169

0.03
44.9

35
8183.5

722.8

910.9

56.1

5595.7

0.5

0.5

0

1

25.5
52
15.8
2.6
4.1
54
45
N/A
1
N/A
<1
3.6
10.7
4.6
39.8
27
5.6
6.6
1.5

1.5
6.6
19.4
17.9
7.7
8.7
2.6
35.7
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Property Characteristics
Approximately 53% of respondents had some type of forest canopy cover on their
parcel. The mean parcel size of respondents’ properties was 0.69 ha (3.7 ac). The mean
distance of respondents’ properties to the fire boundary was 2,628.90 m and the mean
distance to Highway 550 was 910.90 m.

Pre-/Post-Fire Comparison of the Cognitive Constructs Likely to Influence
Mitigation Actions
When asked about their perceptions of severity, most respondents (80%) indicated
that when they first heard about the 416 fire, they believed it was either somewhat or very
likely it would grow large enough to threaten residential areas. Another 12% thought it
was somewhat or very likely, and 8% were unsure.
We also measured residents’ perceptions of wildfire occurrence in Animas
Valley. Our data revealed a 20% reduction in the belief that a fire was very likely to
occur, and a 13% increase in the uncertainty that a wildfire was at least somewhat likely
to happen locally after experiencing the 416 Fire (Table 6).
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Table 6. Pre- and post-fire perceptions of the likelihood a wildfire could start in Animas
Valley.
Pre-fire

Post-fire

Not very likely

1.0%

2.0%

Somewhat unlikely

6.1%

8.7%

Somewhat likely

20.8%

24.0%

Very likely

67.5%

44.9%

Neutral/unsure

4.1%

17.9%

Did not answer

0.5%

2.6%

We used Chi-square tests to compare self-reported implemented (pre-416 Fire)
and intended (post-416 Fire) mitigation actions and found significant increases between
all pre- and post- fire mitigation actions (Table 7). The largest increases between pre- and
post-fire mitigation behaviors were: signing up for emergency text or other alerts (24.8%
increase); creating a written or verbal plan for future evacuations (21.1% increase); and
packing an evacuation bag to keep in case of an emergency (19.5% increase). These
results indicate experiences with the 416 Fire motivated residents to plan to take more
personal preparedness measures (e.g., create an evacuation plan, pack an emergency
evacuation bag) as well as structural and vegetative mitigation actions, albeit to a lesser
extent, in the year after experiencing the fire.
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Table 7. Mitigation behaviors enacted by Animas Valley residents prior to and after
experiencing the 416 Fire with the percentage of increase for each behavior. The top
three pre- and post-fire mitigation actions and the largest increases are highlighted in
bold.
Prefire

Postfire

% change

Sign(ed) up for emergency text alerts or other
alerts

59.2%

84.0%

24.8%*

Create(d) a written or verbal plan for future
evacuations

35.5%

56.6%

21.1%*

Pack(ed) an evacuation bag to keep in case of an
emergency

30.5%

50.0%

19.5%*

Remove(d) flammable debris from foundation of
home and deck

55.8%

75.0%

19.2%*

Move(d) firewood and other combustibles 30 feet
from structures on your property

46.2%

63.8%

17.6%*

Dispose(d) of dead fuel accumulation on property

60.9%

78.1%

17.2%*

Clear(ed) roof, deck, and gutters of pine needles
and other debris

58.4%

72.4%

14.0%*

Thin(ned) and prune(d) trees and shrubs within the
first 30 ft. of home

57.9%

70.8%

12.9%*

Screen(ed) in attic, roof, eaves, and foundation
vents

26.4%

36.0%

9.6%*

Mitigation behavior

*

all significant levels p<.01 (X2)

Nearly 80% of respondents believed they could undertake all of the mitigation
actions they intended to take before the 2019 fire season, suggesting a high level of
perceived self-efficacy. Finally, most residents (86.7%) believed all the costs associated
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with protecting their home and property from wildfire risk (e.g., labor, time, money) are
worth the benefits.

Self-Reported Pre-/Post-Fire Comparison of Response Efficacy of Mitigation Actions
To better understand how response efficacy changed after experiencing the 416
Fire we compared the self-reported pre- and intended post-fire percentages of
respondents who believed each mitigation action they took resulted in some level of
reduction in wildfire risk. Two of the most substantial changes in response efficacy
before and after the fire were for mitigation actions that were not believed to be the most
effective (Appendix B). More specifically, the proportion of respondents who reported
specific mitigation actions had either a moderate to major3 reduction to future wildfire
risk increased by 12.3% for screening in attics, roofs, eaves, and foundation vents, by
8.5% for clearing roofs, decks and gutters of pine needs and other debris, and 5.3% for
moving firewood and other combustibles 30 ft (9.1 m) from the structures on the
property.

Bivariate Correlational Analysis

3

The use of moderate and major reductions are a subset of response options included in the survey
instrument.
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Significant Pre- and Post-fire Relationships

We ran a series of bivariate correlations for non-parametric data (tested with the
Spearman’s Rho statistic) and Chi-square tests to examine the relationships between
residents’ belief in the effectiveness of wildfire mitigation actions (response efficacy) and
their decisions to take, or plan to take, those actions before and after a near-miss wildfire.
A consistent, positive, and significant relationship was found between parcel size
and response efficacy for several pre- and post-fire mitigation actions. Before the 416
fire, acreage was positively related to the belief that signing up for emergency alerts (p =
0.011); removing flammable debris from the foundation of home and deck (p = 0.015);
disposing of dead fuel accumulation (p = 0.015) and thinning and pruning trees and
shrubs within 30 ft. of the home (p = 0.001) would be effective at reducing their risk of
damage from wildfire. After the 416 Fire, the more acres a respondent owned the more
likely they were to believe signing up for emergency alerts (p = 0.001); screening in their
attic, etc. (p = 0.023); and disposing of dead fuel accumulation (p = 0.003) would be
effective at reducing their risk of damage from future wildfire. Additionally, the more
acres a respondent owned the more vulnerable they believed they were to future wildfires
(p = 0.012).
We also found a consistent relationship between the distance of respondents’
properties to Highway 550 and several pre- and post-fire mitigation actions. The distance
to Highway 550 variable was significantly and positively related to the pre- and post-fire
belief that creating an evacuation plan (p = 0.054), and the pre-fire belief that signing up
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for emergency alerts (p = 0.007) would be effective at reducing their risk of damage from
future wildfire. The distance to the 416 Fire perimeter variable was also significantly and
positively related to perceptions of severity about the 416 Fire and the pre-fire belief that
packing an emergency bag would be effective at reducing their risk of damage from
future wildfire (p = 0.017).
Finally, having forest cover was significantly and positively related to the
response efficacy of several pre- and post-fire mitigation actions. Before the fire, forest
cover was positively related to the belief that disposing of dead fuel accumulation (p =
0.031), and the post-fire belief that screening in attics, roofs, eaves, and foundation vents
would be effective at reducing future wildfire risks (p = 0.002). Appendix C shows the
full results of all bivariate correlations and Chi-square tests.
DISCUSSION

Does a near-miss wildfire influence residents’ perceptions or self-reported
mitigation behaviors?

Post Exposure Wake-Up Calls and Letdowns

Measuring self-reported risk perceptions before and after near-miss events brings
new insights into the temporal dynamics of risk perceptions. Our data showed that after
experiencing the 416 Fire, residents’ belief that a wildfire was either somewhat or very
likely to happen again in the Animas Valley dropped by 20%. These results align with
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previous research which has shown residents have dampened risk perceptions after
experiencing a wildfire or other natural hazard (Kasperson, Renn, Slovic, Brown, Emel,
Goble, Kasperson & Ratick, 1988; McGee et al., 2009). The results appear to suggest the
residents of Animas Valley experienced a post exposure letdown after the 416 Fire (Arvai
et al., 2006). Letdowns are reflected in a tendency to feel safer after experiencing a
hazard (Dillon & Tinsley, 2016). Previous research suggests post exposure letdowns lead
to a reduced likelihood that individuals will take mitigation actions to reduce their future
risks (Arvai et al., 2006). This however, was clearly not the case in this study as our data
revealed individuals were significantly more likely to take all of the 9 mitigation actions
we asked about after experiencing the 416 Fire. These findings suggest the fire was also a
wake-up call for the residents of Animas Valley. Arvai and colleagues (2006)
characterize wake-up calls as a hazard experience that leads to “greater risk awareness,
heightened risk perception, and a strong desire to take protective measures to better
understand and mitigate future exposure” (p. 176). Collectively, our analyses suggest
near-miss hazard events like the 416 fire do not always result in shifts in risk perceptions
and mitigation behaviors that reflect the post exposure letdown and wake-up dichotomy
illustrated in previous case studies (Arvai et al., 2006; Kunreuther & Slovic, 1978) and
experimental work (Dillon & Tinsley, 2016).
This previous research has either examined shifts in perceptions alone (Arvai et
al., 2006; Kunreuther & Slovic, 1978) or examined hypothetical behavioral responses to
hazard scenarios presented in a lab setting (Dillon & Tinsley, 2016). Our research
examined risk perceptions as well as reported mitigation behaviors that were taken prior
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to an actual hazard event, and those that respondents were intending to complete prior to
the upcoming 2019 fire season. By doing so, we have shown that post exposure shifts in
self-reported perceptions and mitigation behaviors can reflect both letdowns and wake-up
calls. Analogous findings can be inferred from previous research documenting conflicting
cognitive and behavioral responses to wildfire events (McGee et al., 2009; Champ &
Brenkert-Smith, 2016), although this research might not have explicitly used the
terminology “letdown” and “wake up call.”
Residents in the Animas Valley, by and large, believed that future wildfire events
in 2019 were less likely after the 416 Fire. However, this reduced risk perception did not
translate into a reduced likelihood of taking mitigation actions soon. In fact, we observed
just the opposite as the mitigation action respondents identified as planning to complete
before the 2019 fire season increased significantly post-fire, compared to the number of
completed actions prior to the 416 Fire. This counterintuitive finding might be the result
of several factors.
First, we asked about the likelihood of a fire occurring in 2019, one year after the
416 Fire. People may be correct that there is a reduced risk of fire in 2019, given that the
416 Fire consumed several thousand hectares of fuel. Similar results were found in
previous studies on shifts in risk perception after experiencing a recent wildfire
(McCaffrey, Stidham, Toman & Shindler, 2011). Whether or not there was an actual
reduction in risk after the 416 fire is uncertain. If we had asked about the risk of fire
occurring within the next several years, perhaps residents’ perceptions of risk would have
been higher and more consistent with their actions.
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Second, it is possible that Animas Valley residents have experienced prior
wildfires with indirect or direct impacts to their daily lives that could be considered nearmiss events. These previous wildfire events may have desensitized residents to the risks
associated with the fire in that they perceived less of a risk to future fires after
experiencing the 416 Fire. This is an important topic that should be explored further in
future research as there may be similar processes at play when WUI residents are exposed
to smaller fires or fire related events.
Third, there is a broad and consistent trend in the literature suggesting mitigation
actions are not always significantly related to wildfire risk perceptions (Collins 2008,
Kasperson et al., 1988; McGee et al., 2009; Koksal, McLennan, Every & Bearman, 2019)
or risk perceptions of other natural hazards (Dillon et al., 2014; Dillon et al., 2011;
Wachinger, Renn, Begg & Kuhlicke, 2012). This also appears to be true for the residents
of Animas Valley who, even though they believe they would be at less risk to another
wildfire in the next year, they would likely take a variety of mitigation actions to reduce
risk to themselves and their properties. Many other communities around the western U.S.
believe they are at risk from wildfire and are actively engaging in mitigation actions to
lower that risk (Brenkert-Smith et al., 2012; Cohn, Williams & Carroll, 2008; Kent,
Gebert, McCaffrey, Martin, Calkin, Schuster, Martin, Bender, Alward, Kumagai, Cohn,
Carroll, Williams & Ekarius, 2003; Kruger, Agrawal, Monroe, Lang, Nelson, Jakes,
Sturtevant, McCaffrey & Everett, 2002; McCaffrey 2008; Monroe and Nelson, 2004;
Nelson, Monroe & Johnson, 2005; Shiralipour, Monroe, Nelson & Payton, 2006;
Steelman, 2010). This finding suggests individuals do not need to directly experience
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wildfire damage, or even have a heightened perception of future risk, to begin or continue
engaging in wildfire mitigation.
Fourth, residents may have reevaluated their willingness to take future mitigation
actions based on the perceived behavioral responses of their neighbors (Warziniack et al.,
2019). Recent research has found that homeowners who mitigate are more likely to have
neighbors that mitigate their properties (Warziniack et al., 2019). When the data become
available, future research should compare the biophysical risk of experiencing a wildfire
prior to and after the 416 Fire to make or rule out connections between the perceived and
physical risk in the Animas Valley (Martin et al., 2007a; McFarlane et al., 2012; Olsen,
Kline, Ager, Olsen & Short, 2017; Tinsley, Dillon & Cronin, 2012).
Collectively, our results complement the existing near-miss literature by
providing an example of a near-miss wildfire event which resulted in residents engaging
in actions counter to those that are suggested by previous research (Tinsley et al., 2012;
Dillon & Tinsley, 2016; Arvai et al., 2006) – being more willing to take mitigation
actions after experiencing the 416 Fire despite feeling less vulnerable to wildfires in
2019. This response should encourage local stakeholders (i.e., government officials, nonprofit agencies, working groups) to capitalize on the window of opportunity through
developing and expanding local assistance programs that encourage landowners to take
mitigative action.

Pre- and post-fire beliefs about mitigation efficacy
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Prior to and after experiencing the 416 Fire, three variables were consistently and
significantly related to the belief that specific mitigation actions were or would be
effective at reducing a resident’s risk(s): parcel size; distance from parcel to Highway
550; and the existing forest cover on each parcel. The distance from the parcel to the 416
Fire perimeter was an additional factor significantly correlated with post-fire mitigation
behaviors. This result is somewhat contrary to a recent study by Champ and BrenkertSmith (2016) which found that parcel size did not influence the probability or
consequences of a future fire.
Interestingly, individuals that lived farther away from Highway 550 had stronger
beliefs that creating an evacuation plan (pre-fire) and signing up for emergency alerts
(both pre- and post-fire) would be effective at reducing their risk(s) from the 416 and
wildfires that could occur in the near future. Highway 550 is the primary evacuation route
for many residents, but it is also the main route by which fire equipment and crews would
use to access homes threatened by the 416 Fire, or to attend to a home ignition. Thus,
individuals living near Highway 550 may believe they do not need to sign up for
emergency alerts or create an evacuation plan because they are near the main road and
can ‘get up and go’ if there is imminent danger, or that they are the closest to the route in
which help can arrive. Similarly, individuals whose homes were closer to the fire
perimeter were more likely to believe it would grow large enough to threaten residential
areas. This up close and personal look at the 416 Fire may have given nearby residents a
more accurate understanding of what was happening on the ground.
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When administering surveys for this study we had two residents mention that
Type II crews staged their equipment and/or set up camp within sight of their homes.
This may have lessened their perceptions of the severity of the event. Along those same
lines, residents living farther from the fire perimeter likely had to rely on second-hand
information to understand the potential severity of the fire. Similar results were found for
the relationship between proximity to the 416 Fire perimeter and the belief that packing
an emergency bag before the fire would be effective at reducing their risk(s). Residents
near the fire perimeter may have felt a greater sense of safety because of the direct
protection from crews that were staged and working near their homes. A handful of
residents mentioned that it was reassuring to see firefighters standing “in the street”
(Highway 550) working to suppress the fire.
Finally, having forest cover was significantly related to belief in the efficacy of
disposing of dead fuel accumulation on the property pre-fire and of screening in attics,
roofs, eaves, and foundation vents after the fire. Champ and colleagues (2013) included
existing vegetation as a factor that contributes to a home’s wildfire risk rating; similar to
our existing vegetation cover (LANDFIRE, 2008) measure. The authors found that
residents with moderate or dense vegetation within 30 feet (~9 m) of their home reported
higher risk ratings than those with sparse vegetation near their home (Champ et al.,
2013). Similarly, Fischer and colleagues (2014) found wildfire risk perceptions are
related to (parcel level) hazardous conditions and wildfire risk perceptions strongly
influence the propensity of a landowner to engage in risk mitigation (i.e., fuel reduction
treatments). A recent study in Oregon compared biophysical risk data (e.g., wildfire
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simulation models, past wildfire, vegetation characteristics) to perceived risk data
(homeowner survey) to examine how biophysical landscape features influenced wildfire
risk mitigation actions (Olsen et al., 2017). The authors reported wildfire risk perceptions
were positively correlated with hazardous conditions. This suggests individuals living in
areas with high fuel loads or flammable vegetation are likely to have greater perceived
risk, which is reflective of their physical risk. Results from these three studies support the
hypothesis that existing vegetation cover and the intent to take mitigation actions are
related (Champ et al., 2013; Fischer et al., 2014).

LIMITATIONS

An important caveat to our study and others similar in nature is that our wildfire
mitigation measures did not necessarily measure change in risk. The mitigation actions
were self-reported, and even if residents engaged in vegetative mitigation such as
thinning and pruning, a wildfire mitigation specialist might not agree whether these
activities have effectively lowered risk.
Another important caveat is the demographics of our population; our respondents
were affluent and well educated. This may not be representative of all wildland urban
interface communities, especially rural areas with fewer resources to mitigate wildfire at
the individual and community level.
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The locations at which wildfires will occur are unpredictable, making a true
pre/post design nearly impossible to conduct. Thus, our study design was a single crosssectional post-fire survey that asked about reported pre-fire perceptions and mitigations,
not a true pre/post survey design.
An additional limitation is the use of quantitative data collection at the individual
level to describe a community, or collective group. There is a growing body of
theoretically grounded literature that describes community-level responses to prescribed
burning and wildfire risks (Carroll & Paveglio, 2016; Nowell, Steelman, Velez, Yang,
2018; Paveglio, Moseley, Carroll, Williams, Davis & Fischer, 2015). Community-level
research could provide a more nuanced analysis of the dynamic nature of how
communities and groups interact and prepare for wildfires, and these methods are vital to
include in broader discussions on how individuals prepare for future wildfires, and how
to build fire-adapted communities.
Finally, we chose to use Protection Motivation Theory to guide our analysis given
its previous use in research into wildfire mitigation behaviors of WUI residents in the
United States. Protection Motivation Theory is just one theory of protective action
(Lindell & Perry, 2004). Other theories, which have evolved from Protection Motivation
Theory, such as the Person-relative-to-Event Model (Mulilis & Duval, 1995) and the
Protective Action Decision Model (Folk, Kuligowski, Gwynne & Gales, 2019) should be
explored more directly in future research.
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Despite these limitations our study makes important contributions to the human
dimensions of wildfire literature and has provided local wildfire mitigation assistance
groups with pertinent information to help frame future education and outreach efforts.
CONCLUSIONS

Our research highlights three key points. First, near-miss hazard events do not
always result in a dampened perceived risk with less desire to mitigate future risks, nor a
heightened perception of risk with a strong intent to mitigate future risks. Animas Valley
residents illustrated both a letdown in risk perceptions and a concurrent wake-up call
reflected in the significant differences between reported pre- and post-fire mitigation
actions. Further, our findings support the existing literature by providing the first example
of how a near-miss wildfire can push residents to engage in proactive responses by
engaging in more mitigation actions despite feeling less vulnerable to future wildfires in
the immediate area. Finally, we identified three variables significantly related to both preand post-fire mitigation response efficacy: parcel size, distance to the main evacuation
route, and the existing forest cover on each parcel. Since these aspects of the physical
environment consistently influence the belief that mitigation actions effectively reduce
risk to future wildfire damage, they should be a focus of future studies on the factors that
influence wildfire mitigation.
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CHAPTER IV COMPARING QUALITATIVE INTERVIEW DATA AND
QUANTITATIVE WILDFIRE HAZARD LOT ASSESSMENT DATA TO
UNDERSTAND THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PERCEPTIONS OF
VULNERABILITY AND EXISTING PARCEL LEVEL VULNERABILITY TO
WILDFIRE

This chapter is being prepared for publication in
Society and Natural Resources

The risk of wildfire to communities in the wildland-fire interface (WUI) is
increasing due to growing populations, residential development, and a warming
climate. Wildfire risk mitigation efforts can benefit from an understanding of how
WUI residents perceive wildfire vulnerability and the factors that influence
mitigation decisions. We combined interviews and wildfire hazard lot assessments
from WUI residents in Utah (USA) to understand the relationship between
perceptions of, and physical vulnerability, and what influences mitigation efforts.
Our analyses suggest perceived vulnerability and wildfire mitigation are associated
with the social and physical environments surrounding individuals’ homes as well
as residents characteristics (e.g., primary versus part-time). These results suggest
community and regional wildfire risk mitigation efforts could benefit by
encouraging cooperation amongst landowners. Additionally, incorporating risk
reduction into existing regional planning processes would be particularly useful in
WUI areas where new development is driven by the demand for new seasonal or
second homes.
Keywords: wildland-urban interface; wildland fire; risk mitigation; mixed
methods; semi-structured interviews; Wildfire Hazard Lot Assessments
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INTRODUCTION

The increasing frequency of wildfires in the western U.S., coupled with more people
building homes in the wildland-urban interface (WUI), has resulted in more people being
vulnerable to experiencing a wildfire and its consequences (Cooke, Williams, Paveglio,
& Carroll, 2016; Pyne, 2001). As the WUI continues to grow, so too does the need to
develop an understanding of how WUI communities can (and do) prepare for wildfires
(Hammer, Stewart & Radeloff, 2009; Stewart, Radeloff, Hammer & Hawbaker, 2007).
Social scientists across the U.S. have made substantial efforts to understand WUI
residents and how their perceptions of vulnerability4 and mitigation behaviors can reduce
the risk of wildfire damage to their properties (Champ, Donovan & Barth, 2013; Cooke,
Williams, Paveglio & Carroll, 2016; Dupéy & Smith, 2018; Fischer, Kline, Ager,
Charnley & Olsen, 2014; McCaffrey, Toman, Stidham, & Shindler, 2013; McGee,
McFarlane & Varghese, 2009; Paveglio, Edgeley, & Stasiewicz, 2018).
Natural assets like water, scenery, wildlife and recreational opportunities can lure
individuals to move into the WUI. However, some of these amenities, like dense forests
and mountainous landscapes, ultimately make them more vulnerable to experiencing
wildfire damage on their property or to their home (Alavalapati, Carter, & Newman,
2005; Radeloff, Hammer & Stewart, 2005). Around 39% of housing units in the U.S. are
in the WUI (Radeloff, Hammer, Stewart, Fried, Holcomb & McKeefry, 2005) and growth

4

In this paper we use vulnerability to define the risk of experiencing a wildfire in the
local community, and the risk of potential damage to individuals’ properties.
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in these areas is expected to continue (Hammer, Stewart & Radeloff, 2009; Stein, Comas,
Menakis, Carr, Stewart, Cleveland, Bramwell & Radeloff, 2013). Additionally, the
Intermountain West is experiencing increased annual temperatures and decreased annual
precipitation, both of which contribute to the risk of wildfire ignition and spread in WUI
areas (Reidmiller, Avery, Easterling, Kunkel, Lewis, Maycock & Stewart, 2017;
Hammer, Stewart & Radeloff, 2009; Radeloff, Hammer, Stewart, Fried, Holcomb &
McKeefry, 2005). Consequently, it is becoming increasingly important to understand
how some of the communities most at risk of wildfires are preparing for these inevitable
events. This research provides an in-depth analysis of how WUI residents’ perceived and
physical vulnerability is related to the mitigation behaviors implemented to reduce
vulnerability to potential wildfire risks.
We used Protection Motivation Theory (PMT) (Maddux & Rogers, 1983) to guide
our data collection and analysis. PMT proposes that two cognitive appraisals (threat and
coping) shape the decision to protect oneself from wildfire risk (Maddux & Rogers, 1983;
Bubeck, Botzen & Aerts, 2012; Martin, Bender & Raish, 2007). Threat appraisal includes
perceived vulnerability (probability of a threat occurring) and perceived severity
(potential consequences from a threat). Coping appraisal includes response efficacy
(belief that the action will reduce risk), self-efficacy (belief in one’s capacity to carry out
the action) and response costs (how much will the actions cost) (Bubeck, Botzen & Aerts,
2012). The combination of these two appraisals influences whether an individual chooses
to engage in a protective or maladaptive (non-protective) coping response to a threat.
PMT can help us better understand how and why individuals in fire prone WUI areas
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choose to protect their property and assets from future fire events (Martin, Bender &
Raish, 2007; McFarlane, McGee & Faulkner, 2011). To our knowledge, only a few
previous studies have examined the relationship between perceived vulnerability and
mitigation behaviors (Block & Keller, 1998; Martin, Bender & Raish, 2007). Results
from this research have shown a relationship between perceived vulnerability and
behavioral (mitigation) actions. Our work contributes to this body of work by specifically
examining the interactions between perceived vulnerability and physical vulnerability, a
more objective measure of the likelihood of harm to a property (Fisher, Kline, Ager,
Charnley, & Olsen, 2014).
Recent research acknowledges the physical vulnerabilities of a property may
influence landowners’ willingness to mitigate risk on that property (Fischer, Kline, Ager,
Charnley & Olsen, 2014). For example, rapid risk assessments that provide an indicator
of relative physical risk (by assessing building materials, existing vegetation, background
fuels, and topography from the road in front of the home) have been coupled with surveys
to suggest there is a relationship between perceptions of vulnerability and physical risk
(Meldrum, Brenkert-Smith, Champ, Gomez, Falk & Barth, 2019). Our work builds on
these findings through the analysis of qualitative data on perceived risk and parcel-level
hazards data. Specifically, we develop an in-depth understanding of whether and how the
physical vulnerability of a property is related to the property owner’s perceptions of
vulnerability, and subsequently their mitigation behaviors.
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METHODOLOGY

Study Area
Nordic Valley is an unincorporated community near the Nordic Valley Ski Resort
in Weber County, Utah (USA). Nordic Valley is part of the broader Ogden Valley
located east of the city of Ogden in the Wasatch Mountains adjacent to the UintaWasatch-Cache National Forest. Ogden Valley has a total population of
approximately 8,200 people with approximately 5,900 housing units, slightly
more than half of which are occupied full-time (U.S. Census Bureau, 2018).
Ogden Valley has a median household income of approximately $94,000 and an
average home value of $400,000 (Ogden Valley Division UT Demographic Data
and Boundary Map, n.d.). The racial and ethnic diversity of Ogden Valley is low,
and the overall wealth index of the area is high. The main economic driver in the
Valley is outdoor recreation with the surrounding national forest as well as
multiple ski resorts providing year-round activities for residents and visitors. The
criteria used to select Nordic Valley as the study community are detailed in
Appendix D.
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Sample Selection
We obtained parcel records of Nordic Valley from the Weber County Assessor’s
office, creating and distributing fliers to 30 randomly sampled properties. From
this engagement, 13 residents contacted us via telephone to participate in the
project. This sample is not intended to be representative of all WUI communities
or the Nordic Valley community. Rather, our sample represents residents
interested in wildfire vulnerability and mitigation actions that can be taken to
prepare for future fires. As an incentive, participating residents were given a PDF
document with the Wildfire Hazard Lot Assessment (WHLA) results for their
property (detailed below) to assist them in future mitigation efforts.

Research Approach
Our research approach included two separate data collection efforts that took place on the
residents’ properties: (1) the WHLA; and (2) a semi-structured interview with a property
walk and discussion. WHLAs were conducted by both the first author and the local fire
prevention technician while semi-structured interviews were conducted by the first
author. This research was approved under Utah State University Institutional Review
Board protocol 9440.
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Wildfire Hazard Lot Assessment
We collaborated with a local USDA Forest Service fire prevention technician to create a
WHLA from existing WHLAs used by the Utah Division of Forestry, Fire, and State
Lands and the Colorado State Forest Service (CSFS) to measure parcel level vegetative
and structural hazards. WHLAs systematically collect data on the number and level of
hazards that exist on a property and produce a measure of the parcel’s overall
vulnerability to wildfire ignition and/or damage.
The WHLA included three evaluation sections: 1) lot; 2) access; and 3) structure.
The lot evaluation collected data indicating how dense the vegetation was on the property
and if vegetation removal or thinning was required to reduce wildfire risk. The access
evaluation identified if the size of roads and driveways were adequate for evacuation and
firefighting purposes. The structure evaluation determined how flammable the structure
was (i.e., roofing material, deck and fence placement, and others). See Appendix E for
the full WHLA assessment tool.

Semi-structured Interviews
We developed a semi-structured interview script using PMT as a guide. We included one
open-ended question to address each dimension of the theory and included probes when
appropriate. We also included a set of short answer questions to get interviewees thinking
about wildfire, and to collect data on other factors that may influence their perceptions or
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mitigation behaviors (i.e., evacuation experience, prescribed burning, barriers to
mitigation) as well as standard demographic questions. The full semi-structured interview
script is provided in Appendix F. Interviews ranged between 22-96 minutes with a mean
length of 46 minutes.

Data Analysis

Wildfire Hazard Lot Assessment
We calculated percentages for each binary variable (e.g., percentage that received
a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ for each aspect of the lot evaluation section, see Table 1) to
provide an overview of the wildfire hazards on participants’ parcels. We also
calculated the percentage of residents in three categories of overall WHLA score
(high, moderate, and low) to identify the distribution of hazard levels across our
respondents.

Semi-structured Interviews
Interview data were first recorded and transcribed. The interviews were then analyzed
using an inductive coding and thematic analysis approach (Corbin & Strauss, 2008).
Thematic analysis allowed us to examine interview data line-by-line to identify common
themes across interviewee responses (Corbin & Strauss, 2008) and explore the complex
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relationship between perceived vulnerability, physical vulnerability, and wildfire
mitigation efforts.
Identifying first- and second-order themes from our interview data was an
iterative process. The reader and co-reader read each interview four times to identify
common themes across individuals’ experiences. Through this process we discovered
four first-order themes. Once these themes were identified we re-read through interview
segments associated with each, identifying more detailed second-order themes. We
provide quotes for each theme where appropriate as supporting evidence.
After the quantitative (from WHLA results) and qualitative (from semi-structured
interviews) datasets were independently analyzed, we linked individual WHLA scores to
interview quotes to identify connections between what participants were saying and their
existing parcel-level wildfire hazards.

Results

Wildfire Hazard Lot Assessments
The cumulative WHLA results are summarized in Table 8. The lot evaluation included
nine quantitative measures and three qualitative measures. Most interviewees’ parcels
required vegetation thinning (69.2%) and the overall vegetation density on parcels was
high (heavy vegetation, 53.8%), yet, most parcels had a moderate amount of defensible
space (>30’ = 69.3%). The access evaluation included seven quantitative measures
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characterizing the width and turn around capacity of roads and driveways. All parcels had
adequate road, driveway, and turn around width. The structure evaluation included ten
quantitative and two qualitative measures to describe existing hazards on the home and
other structures. All interviewees’ structures had vents screened in ¼” or less and eaves
that were closed in, most had their chimney screened (92.3%) and gutters clean and free
of debris (92.3%). The cumulative WHLA scores ranged from moderate hazards (1-12,
92.3%) to high hazards (13-24, 7.7%) with no WHLA scores above 14, and a mean score
of 7.9.
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Table 8. Cumulative wildfire hazard lot assessment results of resident’s parcels.
Question
Lota

% Yes (n) % No (n) Response Option

Vegetation thinning required?

69.2 (9)

Limbing up required?

38.5 (5)

Slash disposal required?

15.4 (2)

Dead fuel accumulation?

38.5 (5)

Other combustibles present?

Category %

30' plus

7.7 (1)

10' - 30'

7.7 (1)

< 10'
Overall vegetation density?

Vegetation beyond 30' considered?

Access

Light

15.4 (2)

Moderate

30.8 (4)

Heavy

53.8 (7)

> 100'

30.8 (4)

30' - 100'

38.5 (5)

10' - 30'

30.8 (4)

< 10'

0.0 (0)

> 20'

100.0 (13)

< 20'

0.0 (0)

> 12'

100.0 (13)

< 12'

0.0 (0)

0.0 (0)

Adequate road width?
Adequate road turn around?

0.0 (0)

Adequate driveway width?

Structure

69.2 (9)

53.8 (7)

Defensible space present?

Water source?

7.7 (1)

No

Adequate driveway turnaround?

0.0 (0)

Bridge width adequate?

0.0 (0)

Gate width adequate?

0.0 (0)

Gates always fire personnel accessible?

0.0 (0)

Roof type (based on WUI code)?

Class A

76.9 (10)

Classes B & C

23.1 (3)

Wood Shake
Vents screened 1/4" or less?

0.0 (0)

Eaves closed in?

0.0 (0)

Chimney screened?

7.7 (1)

Gutters clean and free of debris?

7.7 (1)

Is fence (if wood or vinyl) attached to structure?

30.8 (4)

Is deck (if wood or composite) attached to structure?

69.2 (9)

Deck enclosed?
Crawl space enclosed?
Propane tank?

0.0 (0)

53.8 (7)
0.0 (0)
Yes

30.8 (4)

No

53.8 (7)
0

Electrical service type?

Above ground
Below ground

Overall score

Moderate (1-12)
High (13-24)

15.4 (2)
84.6 (11)
15.4 (2)
92.3 (12)
7.7 (1)

Extreme (25-36)
0.0 (0)
a = The lot assessment section also included three open-ended questions: 1) Suggested percentage of vegetation removal; 2) If yes, to
what height? (referring to limbing up requirements); and 3) If yes, what type? (referring to water source present)
b = The structure assessment section also included two open-ended questions: 1) Rain gutter type?; and 2) Siding type?
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Interview Results
Our analysis uncovered four first-order themes and two to five associated second-order
themes. The themes and sub-themes are illustrated in Table 9. The first theme was
perceptions of wildfire vulnerability. Within this theme, residents described how the
actions of other residents affected their vulnerability; these discussions were
characterized by three sub-themes (the spillover effect, part-time residences, and some
residents mitigate, some do not). The second theme was focused on how the regional
landscape influences vulnerability; two sub-themes were identified (living in proximity to
forest service land and living in the mountains). When we asked about previous
mitigation, five sub-themes were identified (differences by residence type, aesthetic
considerations, annual vegetation control, one-time actions, and seeking advice). We also
asked about planned mitigation, with two sub-themes emerging from these questions
(doing more of the same and aesthetic considerations).
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Table 9. Themes and sub-themes identified from interview data.
Themes
Sub-themes
Perceptions of wildfire
vulnerability
The spillover effect
Part-time residences
Some residents mitigate, some do not
Influence of the regional landscape Living in proximity to U.S.F.S. land
Living 'in' the mountains
Reported (prior) mitigation
Differences by residence type
Aesthetic considerations
Annual vegetation control
One-time actions
Seeking advice
Intended (future) mitigation
More of the same
Aesthetic considerations

Table 10 combines the WHLA results with the interview themes and sub-themes
for each interviewee. A series of Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney rank-sum tests revealed
WHLA scores were not related to individuals’ perceptions of wildfire vulnerability or
their mitigation actions (z ≤ 1.702; p ≥ 0.089). Rather, interviewees connected
perceptions of wildfire vulnerability or their mitigation actions to the surrounding
landscape (i.e., adjacent properties) and the wildfire mitigation actions of others in the
valley. This suggests the level of vulnerability on each parcel (identified in the WHLA
score) is not driving perceptions or mitigation actions. Rather, perceived vulnerability
and wildfire mitigation behaviors were more closely associated with the broader social
and physical environments surrounding individuals’ homes.
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Table 10. Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney rank-sum test results of the combined WHLA results
and interview themes.
Code
z
Prob > z
Spillover effect
-1.400
0.161
Part-time residences
1.398
0.162
Some residents mitigate, some do not
1.702
0.089
Living in proximity to FS land
-0.269
0.788
Living 'in' the mountains
-0.311
0.756
Differences by residence type
0.170
0.865
Aesthetic considerations
-1.476
0.140
Annual vegetation control
0.851
0.395
One-time actions
-0.807
0.420
Seeking/received advice
-0.221
0.825
More of the same
0.807
0.420
Aesthetic considerations
0.074
0.941

Perceptions of Wildfire Vulnerability
We asked participants, “How vulnerable are you to wildfire here?” giving them an
opportunity to freely describe their perceptions of vulnerability without being limited to
specific spatial or temporal scales. Nearly all interviewees responded with some variation
of ‘very high’ or ‘exceedingly vulnerable’ with one resident indicating,

I think we’re pretty vulnerable. I mean Ogden Canyon [has] the Forest
Service’s sign that says what your vulnerability is, so you have to know
what that is coming into this area. Because you’re coming onto that land
which is all around us. We’re at least I think medium to high constantly.
(female, age 31-40, renter, hazard score=12, moderate)
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Another resident included an emotional component when describing their high
vulnerability, indicating an aversion to thinking about the likelihood that a wildfire could
happen in Nordic Valley. They noted, “I don’t want to think about that sort of thing, but
I’d say it’s like ninety-nine percent” (male, age 31-40, renter, hazard score=12,
moderate).
To dig deeper into perceptions of vulnerability we asked, “What about your
neighbors?” and “What about your community?” The discussions generated from these
questions indicated three things were on residents’ minds when thinking about their
broader geographic vulnerability. The first is the belief in a “spillover effect”, whereby
wildfire hazards that are present on a neighboring property are thought to pose a risk to
the interviewee’s property and increase their vulnerability. The second focused on the
lack of wildfire mitigation actions taken by second homeowners, which are many of the
Nordic Valley residents. The third sub-theme focused on the large variability in
mitigation actions taken by residents who live in the area. This level of engagement was
sometimes tied to residence type but many residents reported that it was sometimes fulltime residents who chose not to mitigate risks.

Spillover Effect
Interviewees indicated existing hazards (due to a lack of mitigation) on their neighbors’
properties made them highly vulnerable to the consequences of wildfire. Many
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interviewees viewed their neighbor’s hazards as contributing to their personal
vulnerability and the vulnerability of their property.

Sometimes you need the collective to do it. Like this property [pointing out
the neighboring property], I feel like because she’s so close to the wild
frontier, it would just rip right through here because there’s just so much
laying down, there’s dead stuff, it’s uncut. I feel like it has a really high
potential to even just be a source of it spreading really fast rather than if it
were cleared out. Now I don’t know the person so I don’t know what her
intentions are but I do think it leaves it at risk. And would I want my
neighbor to be at risk so I’m at risk? No. Like I think collectively we have
to work together.
(female, age 31-40, renter, hazard score=12, moderate)
Another resident discussed the spillover effect in terms of the physical
proximity of hazardous fuels and their neighbors’ houses. They noted, “You look
at that place and all the brush and the trees, it’s just right up against the house and
doesn’t have a chance in hell if a fire started, of not taking the entire house”
(male, age 70+, homeowner, hazard score=3, moderate). This resident attributed
the collective risk of Nordic Valley as representative of a local attitude that since
a wildfire has not happened in 50 or 60 years it is not likely to happen at all. He
went on saying,

I would be shocked if a quarter of the people you talked to are concerned
about wildfires enough to do anything. If they claim that they’re concerned
and they told me that, well why in the hell haven’t you done anything to
mitigate that a bit? People just been here for 50, 60 years and nothing’s
happened [a wildfire] so why do you think it’s going to happen now, you
know, is sort of the attitude.
(male, age 70+, homeowner, hazard score=3, moderate)
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While many interviewees noted how their vulnerability was impacted by the
actions of their neighbors, only a few mentioned actions that could address this.

But it would be nice to clean some of these thick areas out just from the fire
side of it. So there’s some concern there but what are you going to do with
that you know? Some people will do it, some people won’t. So just have
good fire insurance I guess.
(male, age 61-69, homeowner, hazard score=8, moderate)
Another interviewee (with the lowest WHLA score) mentioned collaborating with
their neighbors to undertake mitigation actions across property lines.

My husband has cleared out a lot of underbrush on our property and worked
with our neighbor on the hillside to do the same. And we try to keep this
small area here by the patio green so that it’s not dried out.
(female, age 61-69, homeowner, hazard score=2, moderate)

Part-time Residences
Many interviewees expressed frustration with the lack of mitigation actions taken by
owners of second or rental homes in the area.

You know there are so many weekend homes, unoccupied homes, rentals,
where people don’t take care of. So the ones that live here full-time are
pretty responsible but you know. Landlords that rent out they don’t really
seem to care too much. You can tell by how overgrown everything is.
(female, age 61-69, homeowner, hazard score=7, moderate)
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One interviewee identified a sub-category of part-time residents, the
“weekenders”, and that it is often the rental properties that do not care enough to
mitigate. She noted,

I look at that place and that’s waiting to go [be destroyed by a wildfire]. I
think they’re irresponsible the landlords that don’t take care of the
properties, but the property owners that live up here full time are great. And
even the house on the other side of ours - he’s a weekender - but he’s
responsible, he owns it and uses it. It’s mostly the rental properties that are
the problem.
(female, age 61-69, homeowner, hazard score=7, moderate)
The two renters we interviewed provided evidence supporting homeowners’
claims of renters contributing to the community’s risk level. One renter noted,

There’s a lot of part timers in Nordic Valley so I think that’s part of the
reason a lot of things don’t get taken care of. Or renters, ‘cause I don’t care
as a renter. But should they be forced to be maintained a little bit? I think
so.
(female, age 31-40, renter, hazard score=12, moderate)

Some Residents Mitigate, Some Do Not
Regardless of whether an individual was a homeowner or a renter there was still a large
amount of variation in the level of wildfire mitigation actions taken by residents.
Differences in residence duration and type (and age) and overall WHLA scores is
presented in Table 3.
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One resident described how in some cases you can see a lack of mitigation
from the road. He noted, “You drive through some where you can’t see the houses
because of all the stuff in front of them. I can’t imagine living in a place like that”
(male, age 70+, homeowner, hazard score=10, moderate). Another interviewee
built upon this narrative and reflected on a conversation he had with a firefighter
about the likelihood of homes in Nordic Valley surviving a wildfire. He noted,

And they [firefighters] said if you haven’t made an effort to cut trees away
from the house and keep everything up [we] will not make an effort to save
your house… We’d just let it burn. And most of the houses up here are that
way, they’re all gonna be gone. Because nobody does anything. You know
they have trees right next to the house and they’re all just little wooden
shacks.
(male, age 70+, homeowner, hazard score=10, moderate)

Influence of the Regional Landscape
Another first-order theme was the impact of geography on residents’ perceptions.
Specifically, interviewees discussed the impacts that living near or adjacent to the
national forest (sub-theme 1) and living in the mountains (sub-theme 2) contributes to
their perceptions of vulnerability.

Living in Proximity to a National Forest
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One interviewee discussed how living adjacent to the national forest can increase the
area’s overall wildfire risk by noting, “I think we’re hugely vulnerable because it’s all
forest above us. Even if it came over the Ogden mountains I think we’d be in trouble. It
would just race through” (female, age 31-40, renter, hazard score=12, moderate).
Conversely, this same resident described how being near the national forest may mitigate
the spread of wildfire into the area. She noted,

Behind their house [pointing out the neighboring property] is the Forest
Service land, there is a fire road above so that’s nice to know that you know
they should be able to build a fire break or something up there.
(female, age 31-40, renter, hazard score=12, moderate)
Another resident mentioned the mix of flammable vegetation and structures on
the landscape and how that impacts the area’s vulnerability, saying,

The more people we’ve got around here the more risk there is. And I live
up the hill and fire climbs hills for the most part… The higher you are and
the tighter you are, and we’re in it up here where we have that risk.
(male, age 61-69, homeowner, hazard score=8, moderate)

Living ‘In’ the Mountains
In addition to living adjacent to or near the national forest, our interviewees believed
living in the mountains put them at a higher risk of experiencing wildfire than residents
of nearby cities. One participant noted, “We’re in the mountains so we’re at risk for it,
like we just have that by virtue of our location, we’re at a higher risk than someone who’s
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at a different location” (female, age 31-40, renter, hazard score=12, moderate). This
resident extended this discussion to describe the implications that living in the mountains
should have on restricting use to recreational activities. She said,

Well I think you have to accept that if you live in an area that’s at risk then
you need to own up to your part in that risk… If you live in a mountainous
area and you are not allowed to have campfires or fireworks so be it, because
I don’t really care. I don’t want my house to burn down.
(female, age 31-40, renter, hazard score=12, moderate)
Interviewees were also concerned about the flammability of the dry
vegetation and the extensive understory that exists in the area. One woman noted,
“if you live in the middle of a forest, we have to be conscious of as dry as it is. I
mean there’s no way that we can keep up with watering this lawn to keep it
green” (female, age 61-69, homeowner, hazard score=14, high). Another
participant expressed similar sentiments, “Yeah, so you know you talk about I
mean one of the huge factors that there’s absolutely no control on is the
understory stuff up here” (male, age 61-69, homeowner, hazard score=8,
moderate).

Reported (Prior) Wildfire Mitigation
We asked residents to describe wildfire mitigation they had engaged in during the past
year, and any mitigation they were planning to carry out in the upcoming year. We report
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primary themes and specific examples of previous and intended wildfire mitigation
actions, and community-level mitigation efforts.

Differences by Resident Type
Nordic Valley was described by residents as a “mixed residence” neighborhood due to
the presence of full- and part-time residents (i.e., residents who vacation in their homes)
and weekenders (i.e., residents who drive up for weekends). One interviewee described
her knowledge of a community-wide chipping program and discussed how her husband
was participating in it on the property where their house was being built, but not on the
rental property where they currently lived.

On our property my husband has and is currently still hauling out all of the
trees that we had ripped out to put our home on our lot. We learned every
year that the Forest Service and Fire Department of Weber County does
provide a service that if landowners haul their own wood debris and put it
on the corner of the property, then at some point during the summer they
come and chip it for free.
(female, age 31-40, renter, hazard score=12, moderate)
In sharp contrast, the same interviewee described how little they had done to the
property they were renting, potentially due to focusing their mitigation efforts on the
home they were building.
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We’ve cut back what we maintain, like just the area we kind of play on and
where the kids walk and stuff. But other than that we don’t really care cause
it’s not ours.
(female, age 31-40, renter, hazard score=12, moderate)

Aesthetic Considerations
Some residents are torn between keeping their properties natural which can include
leaving flammable debris on the property or choosing not to engage in mitigation that
reduces their aesthetic value. One resident described how they are balancing this trade
off,

We’re trying to leave it pretty natural but we want it cleared out without
debris on the ground and dead things. I’d rather cut down a dead bush than
just let it sit there and do nothing and be that fire hazard to me.
(female, age 31-40, renter, hazard score=12, moderate)
Another resident mentioned being against cutting trees down but said his
viewpoint was shifting by noting “Well we cut a few trees down and we tried to
clear them out. I was really against it but I’m actually kind of changing my mind”
(male, age 61-69, homeowner, hazard score=9, moderate). Another resident
described his attachment to these trees because he planted them as saplings and
has watched the trees grow over the years. He noted, “We’ve limbed up trees,
we’ve cut down trees. I’m struggling with a couple of beauties that we planted
that have gotten to be massive” (male, age 61-69, homeowner, hazard score=8,
moderate). This resident went on to describe the extensive wildfire mitigation
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they have done to their property which included vegetative and structural actions.
He said,

I do brush removal at least once a year. I drag the biggest chipper you can
rent up here and we just make massive amounts of mulch... Mulching,
limbing stuff up, try and pick up downed stuff close to the house, I don’t
leave it... I like it for wildlife, but around the house try to do those three
things. And then obviously I irrigate the grass and try to not keep anything
under the deck which I know violate more than I should, but there used to
be really nothing under the deck. Certainly no propane tanks.
(male, age 61-69, homeowner, hazard score=8, moderate)
Annual Vegetation Control
Some residents described how vegetative control is an ongoing process that happens at
least once a year.

In spring, we start around the landscaping areas [and] I’ll go around and do
it again in the fall just to try and mitigate how much I have to do next spring.
I realize how fast they grew back in some areas I don’t do now. But we try
and keep it pushed back as far as possible. We do that every fall, it’s an
ongoing process. So we cut around and extend the lawn area. Anything
that’s close by the house we would trim all of that back too.
(female, age 61-69, homeowner, hazard score=14, high)
Building on this narrative, another resident described how thick the oak
brush (and other vegetation) was when they first moved in. He noted “I have cut
down well over 150 trees since we’ve been here. We just identified eight more
trees that we’re going to cut down. We’re just going to get rid of a lot of fuel
around the house” (male, age 70+, homeowner, hazard score=3, moderate).
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One-time Actions
Residents described one-time mitigation actions they have taken to reduce their
vulnerability to wildfire.

This place was a jungle when we moved in. I mean truly you couldn’t see
the house in front of the trees. All of the xeriscaping, we’ve taken down
large pines that were planted too close to the house. We’ve trimmed brush.
We tried to trim the trees up you know 5-6 feet. Cut down the dead trees,
we’re working on removing all of the dead. We keep the grasses cut down.
(female, age 61-69, homeowner, hazard score=7)
Some residents described structural changes they have made to their homes and
other buildings to reduce the risk of damage from wildfire. Many of the original homes in
Nordic Valley had wood shake shingles, often paired with cedar plank siding. Ironically,
those residents that originally had a wooden roof described how they used the old
shingles as a fire starter.

I took all those shake shingles off and I split them up and that’s what I use
as kindling to start our fires in the time. And it cost me a fortune but I put a
metal roof on… When we got here it was plywood siding clear around the
house. And so we have plastic that’s supposed to be fire resistant on all sides
of the house.
(male, age 70+, homeowner, hazard score=3, moderate)
Some residents that are building new homes specifically mentioned using
materials that are fire resistant. One woman noted, “We have constructed something
with a metal roof and it has concrete siding. We’re fortunate because this is new
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construction so everything was reviewed prior” (female, age 61-69, homeowner,
hazard score=2, moderate).

Seeking Advice
A handful of residents mentioned the benefits of having a Forest Service employee walk
their property and make suggestions that helped them reduce their existing hazards. One
participant said,

I’ve had the Forest Service come out and walk the property and [they] told
me I need to push back things and inspired a lot of the work that we did.
We’ve done some of the specific areas where I was reluctant to take things
down.
(male, age 61-69, homeowner, hazard score=8, moderate)
Another resident mentioned how Forest Service recommendations continue to be
maintained on their property. He mentioned that he used logs from cut trees to feed his
wood stove, illustrating additional value in mitigating risks. He said,

We are cutting down trees, getting the trees further away from the house,
only leaving a few [that] they recommended. Because this is big, big fire
danger where we live. Even our property and I’ve been doing a lot already
to cut down trees but I have a hard time keeping up with it. I had a company
here last week to cut some trees down. I got this big Masonry stove that
heats the whole area here and I’m using all that wood from my property for
firewood.
(male, age 70+, homeowner, hazard score=10, moderate)
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One resident went even further, contacting the local fire department to have them
check out their property as a staging area for firefighting equipment. A member of the
fire department highlighted areas where mitigation efforts could help reduce risk, which
were implemented and are still being implemented. As a result, this resident describes
being more conscientious about the ladder fuels around their home, likely helping
motivate him to continue mitigating over time.

Because we were concerned about the fire I went down to the local fire
department and I said I got a fire hydrant right on my driveway, why don’t
you come up and take a look because I think it’s a staging area for you... So
he came up and he said you know what ladder fuel is? I’ve really been
conscientious about the ladder fuel completely around my house. When he
came we were here twelve months of the year and underneath my deck here
I had probably two cord of wood. And he said are you concerned about that
wood? And I said damn, I never really quite thought of it that way. And to
be honest with you I got rid of about three fourths of that.
(male, age 70+, homeowner, hazard score=3, moderate)

Intended (Future) Mitigation
We asked residents to describe wildfire mitigation they planned to engage in during the
next year prior to the upcoming fire season. Here we report primary themes with
examples.

More of the Same
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When we asked which mitigation actions residents were planning to engage in over the
next year, many who were actively mitigating risks mentioned ‘doing more of the same.’
These residents described how they needed to continue thinning the vegetation near the
home. Notably, one resident mentioned wanting to establish defensible space, directly
anticipating a wildfire event in Nordic Valley. He said,

I’m nowhere near done getting rid of the oak trees and thinning out. I’m just
gonna continue to get it out and clear the place out to get a little breathing
room and hopefully when the fire does come, with the ladder fuel taken
away, it can just go along the ground and sort of forget the trees for a while.
(male, age 70+, homeowner, hazard score=3, moderate)
Another resident built on this narrative and described that the mitigation
they are doing takes years to complete. He said, “Finish thinning out the trees which
would be a lot of work, it’s going to take us several years” (male, age 31-40, renter,
hazard score=12, moderate).

Aesthetic Considerations
One resident who was currently building a home in Nordic Valley mentioned her
new home had a firebreak and defensible space, but it was not intentionally
included to mitigate wildfire risk. She said, “There will be some boulders on it but
it’s not because we’re like “let’s put this in as a fire break”. I mean we made sure
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our trees are not close to the house cause that’s a requirement anyway” (female, age
31-40, renter, hazard score=12, moderate).
Conversely, another resident with a smaller parcel described the tradeoff between
an attachment to their trees and the hazards that come with keeping the trees. It is evident
that they are weighing the costs of keeping the trees on the property, and they planned to
offset this hazard by replacing their asphalt shingles with a metal roof. He noted,

We’re planning to re-roof and we’re going to go to a metal roof instead of
asphalt shingles. Like these trees I love them but they’re touching my house
now. If I do that [remove the trees] I wouldn’t have any trees left, my
property is like 150 feet wide. I don’t know if I’m ever willing to do that.
So I guess you decide what you can take as a risk.
(male, age 61-69, homeowner, hazard score=9, moderate)

DISCUSSION

Social and Physical Environments Shape Residents’ Perceived Vulnerability and
Mitigation Behaviors
We began this research with the intention of trying to understand residents’ perceptions
of wildfire vulnerability, the actions they have taken to mitigate risk, and the potential
that both were influenced by the physical vulnerability of residents’ properties. While our
investigation was focused acutely on individuals and their properties, our findings
suggest that perceived vulnerability and mitigation actions are substantially influenced by
residents’ social and environmental surroundings. Individuals’ perceptions and actions
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were influenced by the characteristics of their neighbors’ properties (social environment)
as well as the spatial location of their properties within the valley (physical environment).
The influence of social and environmental surroundings may be stronger than the
characteristics of residents’ own properties.
Regarding the influence of landowners’ social environment, some residents
mentioned that even though they could actively mitigate wildfire risks on their property,
there was nothing they could do about their neighbors’ actions. In two instances
specifically, residents referred to homes that had dense, overgrown vegetation and would
have ranked high on the WHLA had we done one on their property. These residents
reported that their neighbors’ lack of mitigation and management reinforced their lack of
action. They noted that while they started off as actively managing wildfire risk on their
properties, they had become less involved in the maintenance of their property over time.
These sentiments seem to reveal a fatalistic attitude, whereby the mitigation actions of a
resident are not believed to make much difference to the community’s overall
vulnerability. Other individuals believed their neighbors were engaged in “enough”
mitigation actions that they themselves were less vulnerable to wildfire. This relationship
between social surroundings and wildfire mitigation on our interviewees’ parcels was
further discussed in the context of a community level hazard mosaic. In this mosaic each
parcel has a variable level of hazard mitigation (and concomitant varying residence types)
which contributes to the wildfire hazard level of neighboring parcels and to the
community’s overall risk.
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It became evident during our interviews that the highly variable levels of
continuing and one-time mitigation actions, and resident types, had created a mosaic of
hazard levels across the Nordic Valley landscape. Meticulously maintained properties
were interspersed amongst others whose owners seemed to invest little to no time in
mitigation. Some interviewees described trying to balance their desired
wildland/mountainous aesthetic, with their mitigation goals for their property. This
balancing act could be further contributing to the hazard mosaic that exists in Nordic
Valley by influencing the extent to which residents make changes on their property to
mitigate wildfire risks, which in turn alters the wildland/mountainous aesthetic they
desire. Unfortunately, this mosaic of hazard levels would make it challenging for
firefighters to save existing structures and would make it likely that well-maintained
parcels could still ignite due to adjacent parcels providing fuel or ignition for traveling
embers.
To be effective in helping WUI communities adequately prepare for inevitable
wildfire events, city planners as well as wildfire mitigation and prevention specialists can
work towards developing and implementing proactive and responsive community-wide
prevention and preparedness programs. One example of how community-wide programs
can be responsive to community members’ needs comes from Nordic Valley’s
community chipping program. The program, which was discussed by just over half of the
residents we interviewed (54%), is a county-based effort that asks residents to keep track
of the time and money they spend in removing, thinning or trimming flammable brush on
their properties. If residents choose to participate, they can drag their downed woody
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debris to the edge of their property nearest the street and a chipping machine will chip all
of the debris, and residents can use it for gardens, landscaping or dispose of it. Some
residents said the county would haul the chips away and some residents said they left the
chips on the property edge. However, some suggested the chipping program is
inconsistently implemented and communicated to residents. This inconsistency led to
confusion as some residents did not have their debris hauled to the road before the
chipping crew arrived; this made the chipping program less effective in reducing
flammable debris across the whole Nordic Valley landscape.
Based on our discussions with residents about the Nordic Valley chipping
program and our discussions highlighting the strong influence that social and physical
environments have on mitigation actions, the chipping program and others like it could be
revised in such a way that residents are encouraged to coordinate debris removal with
their neighbors. Doing so would encourage a lower, more homogeneous level of wildfire
hazard across the entire community. Priority pickup (or financial incentives) could be
given to individuals who work across parcel boundaries to reduce the risk of wildfire to a
greater extent. Previous research highlights the importance of neighborhood
organizations to promote wildfire preparedness (Shiralipour, Monroe, Nelson, & Payton,
2006).
One of our interviewees discussed working with a neighbor to remove and thin
flammable vegetation on the hillside of both properties. This resident was active in the
community, and during our interview had specific questions as to how they could engage
the community more in wildfire mitigation. Previous research has recognized the
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advantages of using established neighborhood organizations to effectively involve
residents in adopting wildfire preparedness actions (Boura, 1998; McGee & Russell,
2003; Shiralipour, Monroe, Nelson & Payton, 2006). A neighborhood organization could
collaborate with the county fire warden, local fire department, forestry organizations, and
any other organizations involved in the local chipping program to engage residents in
mitigating risks across a larger proportion of Nordic Valley.
Shiralipour and colleagues (2006) describe a community case study in which two
neighborhood organization leaders enforced a requirement that homeowners manage
overgrown vegetation and replace wood-shake roofs. These two actions would vastly
reduce the existing hazards in Nordic Valley as the majority of points accrued on the
WHLA were due to vegetation density and composition (Table 1). Although none of our
residents had wood-shake roofs, there are existing homes in Nordic Valley which do have
them, some of which also have overgrown, dense vegetation. This collaborative,
community-level action would reduce the mosaic of varying hazard levels on individual
parcels, and over time, lower the community’s overall risk. This community-oriented
approach differs from the current individual-oriented approach and could lead Nordic
Valley to eventually develop a Community Wide Protection Plan or become a FireWise
community, both of which are community-wide planning efforts that have proven
effective at reducing wildfire risk in the WUI (Mozumder, Raheem, Talberth, & Berrens,
2008; Shiralipour, Monroe, Nelson & Payton, 2006).
Community-oriented programs can provide residents with stronger moral
obligations to take mitigation actions (Mozumder, Raheem, Talberth, & Berrens, 2008).
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Some previous research suggests wildfire preparedness can be increased by informing
residents of their community’s social norms (Howe, Boldero, McNeill, Vargas-Sáenz &
Handmer, 2018). Additionally, residents who see their neighbors remove flammable
vegetation or engage in other mitigation actions are often inspired to do the same on their
property (Shiralipour, Monroe, Nelson & Payton, 2006). Through their existing
programs, the county fire warden or local Extension professionals can spread the word
about descriptive norms (i.e., what others are doing) regarding reducing vulnerability to
wildfire. By encouraging mitigation through social marketing, injunctive norms (i.e.,
what individuals think should be done) can be changed (Howe, Boldero, McNeill,
Vargas-Sáenz & Handmer, 2018). In amenity-rich communities like Nordic Valley, this
can reduce the variation in the landscape’s hazard mosaic and ultimately reduce the
valley’s overall level of risk.

Motivations to Mitigate Wildfire Risk Vary Across Resident Type
In Nordic Valley the motivation to mitigate wildfire hazards was driven by
perceptions of vulnerability, perceptions that as we have discussed are influenced by
residents’ social and environmental surroundings. Some previous research has shown that
long-term residents have more time and financial investment into their homes compared
to shorter-term residents, leading them to greater attachment to their homes and
motivation to reduce wildfire hazards (Collins & Bolin, 2009). Other research has found
length of residence significantly impacted residents’ beliefs that a wildfire may endanger
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their home (Mozumder, Raheem, Talberth & Berrens, 2008). Despite this, our interviews
did not reveal a clear association between length of residence and mitigation behaviors.
Our respondents had a wide range in length of residence (ranging from less than one year
to 46 years) and WHLA hazard scores. Data analysis did not reveal any significant
relationships between length of residence and WHLA scores.
Based on our discussions and subsequent analyses, it appears that residence type
influences individuals’ perceived vulnerability to and willingness to mitigate wildfire
risks. Part-time residents may be less emotionally attached to their homes since their
valuable possessions are located in their primary residence (Martin, Martin & Kent, 2009;
McGee & Russell, 2003). Additionally, since some part-time or ‘weekender’ residents
use their property as vacation homes, they may want to spend their time relaxing and
enjoying their property instead of working on defensible space and other forms of hazard
reduction (McCaffrey, 2004).
Land use planners can act proactively equipped with the knowledge that amenity
rich WUI communities like Nordic Valley are often heavily populated by seasonal and
part-time residents and that seasonal and part-time residents are less likely to take actions
that reduce their properties’ wildfire risk (Kocher & Butsic, 2017; Sturtevant, Miranda,
Yang, He, Gustafson & Scheller, 2009; Syphard, Bar Massada, Butsic & Keely, 2013).
New developments, such as condominiums and other vacation homes, can implement
land use planning ordinances that require fire resistant construction and avoid building
homes in highly flammable areas (Kocher & Butsic, 2017; Mozumder, Raheem, Talberth
& Berrens, 2008).
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One recent study suggests three specific ways that states in the western U.S. can
integrate wildfire into land use planning (Kocher & Butsic, 2017). First, local
governments can develop restrictions on building in fire prone areas. Data on existing
vegetation types, and associated risk levels, can be used to identify areas where new
construction should be avoided in WUI areas (Kocher & Butsic, 2017). If this approach
were taken in high-risk wildfire areas where the WUI is expanding, strategic placement
of housing developments coupled with mandatory fire-resistant building materials could
lower, instead of increase, the risk individuals in these communities are facing. Second,
the development and use of comprehensive wildfire risk mitigation tools should be
integrated into the planning processes of WUI communities. For example, the USDA
Forest Service has published a Wildfire Risk to Communities tool online (Wildfire Risk
to Communities, n.d.). This interactive tool includes maps, charts and other resources to
“help communities understand, explore, and reduce wildfire risk.” Integrating tools like
this into existing planning processes can help ensure wildfire risk is at least considered, if
not mitigated, as WUI communities continue to expand.

CONCLUSIONS

Our investigation contributes to previous research on the relationships between
perceptions of vulnerability to wildfire and physical hazards (e.g., vegetative and
structural components of properties that increase their flammability) that contribute to
their overall vulnerability. Our interview data produced four first-order themes and
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associated second-order themes associated with Nordic Valley residents’ perceptions of
vulnerability. Our WHLA results were connected with interview discussions to describe
how the physical hazards on interviewee properties contributed to their discussions about
wildfire in Nordic Valley. The mixed-method nature of our investigation allowed us to
determine the influence of the physical vulnerabilities of individual’s properties was less
important in shaping their perceived vulnerabilities than we expected. Rather, the social
and physical environments surrounding individuals’ homes as well as the characteristics
of residents themselves (e.g., primary resident versus part-time resident) played a larger
role in explaining perceived vulnerability and wildfire mitigation behaviors. Social and
physical environments play a substantial role in shaping perceived vulnerability and
intentions to mitigate wildfire risks. Community and regional wildfire risk mitigation
efforts in Nordic Valley and other WUI communities could benefit by encouraging
cooperation amongst landowners and a strong social norm for reducing wildfire risks.
Land use planning efforts can also benefit by enacting policies that reduce wildfire risks
into their existing planning processes (e.g., requiring the use of fire-resistant materials
and avoiding construction in high risk areas). Our work suggests these policies would be
particularly useful in WUI areas where new development is driven by the demand for
new seasonal or second homes.
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CHAPTER V CONCLUSIONS

In this dissertation I used an integrative literature review and two original, empirical
case studies in an effort to improve our understanding of the human dimensions of
wildfire. Through the integrative review presented in Chapter 2, I identified dominant
trends in the methodology used and results of human dimensions of wildfire research in
the United States. Many of the themes identified in this review were incorporated into the
subsequent research reported on in Chapters 3 and 4.
In Chapter 3 I used a drop-off/pick up survey to compare retrospective pre- and postfire risk perceptions and mitigation actions of WUI residents living near the 416 Fire in
southwestern Colorado. This research made a unique contribution to the human
dimensions of wildfire and natural hazards literatures by: (1) providing an example of
how perceptions and intentions to mitigate change after experiencing a recent, proximal
wildfire; and (2) by examining what could be considered a ‘near miss wildfire,’ a concept
that has been integrated into the natural hazards literature to explain risk perceptions and
decisions to mitigate. The research reported in Chapter 3 highlighted two important
findings:
1. Individuals’ responses to near miss wildfires are complex, varying notably across
the population. The data I collected suggest post-exposure ‘letdowns’ and
‘wakeup calls’ may be experienced simultaneously within the same community
after a proximate wildfire event. More specifically, I found a reduction in risk
perceptions about future wildfires, but an increased intention to mitigate risks
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after experiencing the fire. This may be the result of several factors. First, the
fuels reduction that was a direct result of the 416 Fire may be responsible for the
reduction in perceived risk of a future wildfire (McCaffrey, Stidham, Toman &
Shindler, 2011). Second, residents who experienced the 416 Fire may have
experienced previous wildfires with indirect or direct impacts to their daily lives
that could be considered near-miss events, thus desensitizing them to heightened
risk perceptions that have been found in previous research. Third, previous
research has shown mitigation actions are not always significantly related to risk
perceptions, and other factors may have a stronger influence. (Collins 2008,
Kasperson et al., 1988; McGee et al., 2009; Koksal, McLennan, Every &
Bearman, 2019). Lastly, residents may have reevaluated their intentions to
mitigate future wildfire risk based on perceptions of neighbors’ previous or
current intentions to mitigate (Warziniack et al., 2019). This finding complements
the existing near-miss literature by providing an example of a near-miss wildfire
event which resulted in residents engaging in actions counter to those suggested
by previous research (Tinsley et al., 2012; Dillon & Tinsley, 2016; Arvai et al.,
2006). Respondents who experienced the 416 Fire were more willing to take
mitigation actions after experiencing the fire despite having lower perceptions of
vulnerability to wildfires in 2019.
2. Prior to and after experiencing the 416 Fire, three variables were consistently and
significantly related to the belief that specific mitigation actions were or would be
effective at reducing a resident’s risk(s). First, individuals that lived farther away
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from Highway 550 had stronger beliefs that creating an evacuation plan (pre-fire)
and signing up for emergency alerts (both pre- and post-fire) would be effective at
reducing their risk(s) from the 416 Fire and wildfires that could occur in the near
future. Living near the main evacuation route may create a false sense of security
because of the perceived ability to evacuate quickly or the ease with which
emergency or fire crews could access these individuals’ homes. Second,
individuals whose homes were closer to the fire perimeter were more likely to
believe it would grow large enough to threaten residential areas. This up close and
personal look at the 416 Fire may have influenced this belief. Lastly, having
forest cover was significantly related to the belief that specific mitigation actions
(disposing of dead fuel accumulation, pre-fire; and screening in attics, roofs, eves
and foundation vents, post-fire) would be effective at lowering future risk to
wildfire damage. This suggests individuals living in areas with high fuel loads or
flammable vegetation are likely to have greater perceived risk, which is reflective
of their physical risk. These results support previous results suggesting the
presence of vegetation cover and the intent to take mitigation actions are related
(Champ et al., 2013; Fischer et al., 2014).
In Chapter 4 I used a mixed methods approach combining interview data with
wildfire hazard lot assessment data to understand the relationship between WUI
residents’ perceptions of vulnerability and existing parcel level vulnerability to wildfire.
This investigation attempted to discern if there was a relationship between a resident’s
perceptions of vulnerability and the existing wildfire hazards on their property.
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Unexpectedly, the results indicated the influence of social and environmental
surroundings may be stronger than the characteristics of residents’ own properties.
•

Perceptions of vulnerability and the decision to mitigate risk appear to be
heavily influenced by residents’ social surroundings (i.e., characteristics of a
neighbor’s property) and environmental surroundings (i.e., the location of
their property within the valley, related to proximity to dense vegetation and
topography of the nearby mountainside). Some residents were engaging in
mitigation actions in the first few years after moving to the valley. However,
after living near neighbors who did not engage in mitigation, these residents
developed a fatalistic attitude that their own actions were not influential
because of the larger influence of surrounding hazards. This patchwork of
properties that are well mitigated, and those that are not mitigated at all, likely
exists in many WUI communities like Nordic Valley and presents challenges
to city planners as well as wildfire mitigation and prevention specialists who
work in these communities.

•

Results from this study also showed the motivations to mitigate risk vary by
resident type (i.e., full-time vs. part-time). Part-time residences are perceived as
less involved in wildfire mitigation. We interviewed two individuals who were
renters and both individuals mirrored this perception, that they themselves did not
engage in much wildfire mitigation because they do not own the home or property
on which they reside. Knowing this, land use planners should take these
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perceptions and lack of action into consideration when developing high fire-risk
communities like Nordic Valley. Prescribing a set of standards to which new
homes need to be constructed would reduce the likelihood that the patchwork of
existing wildfire hazards would continue to spread as WUI development increases
in these communities.
By utilizing interview data and quantitative assessments of parcel-level wildfire
hazards, my investigation contributes to previous research on the relationships between
perceptions of vulnerability to wildfire and physical hazards that contribute to their
overall vulnerability. The mixed-method nature of my investigation allowed us to
determine the influence of the physical vulnerabilities of individuals’ properties was less
important in shaping their perceived vulnerabilities than expected. The mixed-method
design also allowed us to determine residence type influences the level to which
individuals are motivated to engage in wildfire mitigation.
Collectively, the research presented in this dissertation makes a variety of important
contributions to our understanding of the social and psychological dimensions of wildfire
risk and response. My integrative literature review lays the groundwork for what we
currently know about the topic. The survey of residents in Colorado’s Animas valley
provides the only attempt to date to quantify shifts in perceptions and behaviors after a
near miss wildfire with data on retrospective pre- and post-fire risk perceptions and
mitigation actions; the findings show these perceptions and mitigation actions are not as
universal as previous experimental work suggest. Finally, my mixed-methods
investigation in Utah’s Nordic Valley highlights the importance community and
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landscape play in shaping the perceptions and mitigation behaviors of residents living in
the WUI. This finding has important implications for proactive policy, planning, and
management solutions that can mitigate the negative consequences of future wildfire
events. As the WUI continues to grow and our climate continues to warm, urgent action
is needed by decision-makers across all levels of government to mitigate the
consequences of future wildfires.
I learned a lot from taking these research projects from idea to implementation that I
hope future researchers can learn from. First, in my research I focused heavily on having
a unifying theory across the research projects, which substantially shaped the content of
my surveys and interview scripts. One drawback to this approach became apparent when
I was conducting interviews; my questions were too focused on addressing each
dimension of the theory that I missed out on some of the big picture questions I was
actually trying to answer. If I were able to do these research projects again I would focus
on the macro-level, instead of micro-level, approach to answering research questions.
Theory is useful as a guiding framework, but it can quickly become the focal point of the
project which has drawbacks.
Graduate students are generally constricted by costs and time, both of which are
typically out of their control. I focused my two research projects on different approaches
and different communities because I was interested in gaining experience with mixed
method approaches and wanted the projects to be different enough that new findings were
uncovered. In this I was successful, but another lesson I learned was that having one large
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research project and breaking it into chapters would be accepted and beneficial. An
approach I would take in the future would be to design a multi-community project that
involved enough data where multiple chapters could be written, instead of designing
multiple smaller projects as their own chapters.
One suggestion I have for future research is a meta-analysis of WUI communities that
have been studied in the human dimensions of wildfire field. This meta-analysis could
review the approaches and results of previous research, and the existing community-level
wildfire mitigation programs that exist. Identify what has been learned and create new
research questions that can help address the challenges that accompany WUI community
wildfire preparedness. A second step (or project) would be to use data from Theobold and
Romme (2007) to quantify how the WUI is expanding with regards to the population size
and geographic range. This research could make the case for additional wildfire
mitigation programs in WUI areas that do not have an existing program; it could also
make the case for expanding current programs that are already established.
I would also suggest that future work attempt to bridge the gap between academic
research, Extension projects, and local or state government. In Chapter 4, I reported that
many of the residents of Nordic Valley were participating in annual brush removal and
anticipating the community wildfire mitigation program to continue. In this program a
chipping machine was made available to residents a few days each summer, however the
program had many areas where it could be improved upon. The dates were not well
advertised, and it was inconsistently implemented. This means that in some years
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residents drug large piles of flammable debris to the road side, only for the piles to sit
there all summer. Further, the residents logged hours they spent mitigating risks on their
property for the local fire department to get reimbursed. There was no transparency on
how these funds were delegated, which begs the question: Could the funds have been
used to improve the program? This would be a great opportunity for researchers to work
with Extension Educators and local or state government to identify the need to expand
wildfire mitigation programs in the WUI. Extension could use targeted mailings to
identify individuals and communities interested in learning about wildfire mitigation.
This targeted outreach could lead to the formation of community wildfire protection
plans, or informal community groups that could apply for grants to begin their own
mitigation programs. Future researchers could use existing data on how WUI residents
perceive risk and the mitigation they are likely to engage in, to target future assistance
programs towards larger mitigation projects that individuals are unlikely to participate in
on their own.
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Appendix A. Drop-Off/Mail-Back Survey Used in Chapter 3 to Understand Retrospective Prethen Post- Perceptions and Mitigation Behaviors Related to the 416 Fire Near Durango, Colorado,
USA.
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Appendix A Continued. Drop-Off/Mail-Back Survey Used in Chapter 3 to Understand
Retrospective Pre- then Post- Perceptions and Mitigation Behaviors Related to the 416 Fire Near
Durango, Colorado, USA.
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Appendix A Continued. Drop-Off/Mail-Back Survey Used in Chapter 3 to Understand
Retrospective Pre- then Post- Perceptions and Mitigation Behaviors Related to the 416 Fire Near
Durango, Colorado, USA.

(for example: The 2018 Chipper Rebate Program)
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Appendix A Continued. Drop-Off/Mail-Back Survey Used in Chapter 3 to Understand
Retrospective Pre- then Post- Perceptions and Mitigation Behaviors Related to the 416 Fire Near
Durango, Colorado, USA.
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Appendix A Continued. Drop-Off/Mail-Back Survey Used in Chapter 3 to Understand
Retrospective Pre- then Post- Perceptions and Mitigation Behaviors Related to the 416 Fire Near
Durango, Colorado, USA.
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Appendix A Continued. Drop-Off/Mail-Back Survey Used in Chapter 3 to Understand
Retrospective Pre- then Post- Perceptions and Mitigation Behaviors Related to the 416 Fire Near
Durango, Colorado, USA.

Appendix B. Pre- and Post- Fire Response Efficacy, and Percent Change for Each Mitigation Behavior.
Mitigation
behavior
Created a written
or verbal plan for
future evacuations
Packed an
evacuation bag to
keep in case of an
emergency
Signed up for
emergency text
alerts (or other
alerts)
Screened in attic,
roof, eaves, and
foundation vents
Moved firewood
and other
combustibles 30
feet from
structures on your
property
Cleared roof,
deck, and gutters
of pine needles and
other debris
Remove
flammable debris
from foundation of
home and deck
Disposed of dead
fuel accumulation
on property (slash,
brush, twigs, etc.)
Thinned and
pruned trees and
shrubs within the
first 30 ft. of home

Minimal/slight
reduction (%)

Moderate/major
reduction (%)

Unsure

42.4

47

10.6

47.3
4.9

45.2
-1.8

7.5
-3.1

40

52.3

7.7

40.7
0.7

47.7
-4.6

8.1
0.4

34.3

58.6

7.1

38.3
3.9

53
-5.5

8.7
1.6

44.3

42.6

13.1

33.8
-10.5

54.9
12.3

11.3
-1.8

30.6

68.2

1.2

23.5
-7.1

73.5
5.3

2.9
1.8

39

59

2

29.8
-9.2

67.5
8.5

2.6
0.6

35.5

61.3

3.2

33.6
-1.8

63.8
2.5

2.6
-0.6

25.2

70.9

3.9

25.8
-0.6

70.8
-0.1

3.3
-0.5

26.9

69.2

3.8

26.2
-0.7

72
2.7

1.9
1.9

Pre-fire
Post-fire
% change
Pre-fire

Post-fire
% change
Pre-fire

Post-fire
% change
Pre-fire
Post-fire
% change
Pre-fire

Post-fire
% change
Pre-fire

Post-fire
% change
Pre-fire

Post-fire
% change
Pre-fire

Post-fire
% change
Pre-fire

Post-fire
% change
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Appendix C. Results from the Bivariate Correlation Tests to Examine the Relationships Between the Response Efficacy of All Pre- and Post-416 Fire Mitigation Actions and Biophysical Variables.
PMT Dimension

Pre/Post-fire

Property Characteristics

n

Spearman’s Rho

p-value

Perceived Severity

Pre-fire
Pre-fire
Pre-fire
Pre-fire
Pre-fire
Pre-fire
Pre-fire
Pre-fire
Post-fire
Post-fire
Post-fire
Post-fire
Pre-fire
Pre-fire
Pre-fire
Pre-fire
Post-fire
Post-fire
Post-fire
Post-fire
Pre-fire
Pre-fire
Pre-fire
Pre-fire
Post-fire
Post-fire
Post-fire
Post-fire
Pre-fire
Pre-fire
Pre-fire
Pre-fire
Post-fire
Post-fire
Post-fire
Post-fire

Acres
Road_Distance
Fire_Distance
Dummy_Mode_EVC
Acres
Road_Distance
Fire_Distance
Dummy_Mode_EVC
Acres
Road_Distance
Fire_Distance
Dummy_Mode_EVC
Acres
Road_Distance
Fire_Distance
Dummy_Mode_EVC
Acres
Road_Distance
Fire_Distance
Dummy_Mode_EVC
Acres
Road_Distance
Fire_Distance
Dummy_Mode_EVC
Acres
Road_Distance
Fire_Distance
Dummy_Mode_EVC
Acres
Road_Distance
Fire_Distance
Dummy_Mode_EVC
Acres
Road_Distance
Fire_Distance
Dummy_Mode_EVC

179
179
179
179
187
187
187
187
156
156
156
156
50
50
50
50
79
79
79
79
49
49
49
49
70
70
70
70
85
85
85
85
104
104
104
104

0.008
0.027
0.15

0.916
0.72
0.045

0.05
0.111
0.073

0.494
0.13
0.324

0.201
0.089
0.056

0.012
0.27
0.491

-0.012
0.275
0.023

0.936
0.054
0.874

0.182
0.203
-0.059

0.109
0.072
0.605

-0.052
0.041
-0.341

0.725
0.777
0.017

-0.076
0.079
-0.013

0.532
0.514
0.917

0.276
0.292
-0.073

0.011
0.007
0.51

0.316
0.271
-0.004

0.001
0.005
0.971

Pre-fire

Acres

42

0.215

0.171

Pre-fire

Road_Distance

42

-0.078

0.626

Pre-fire
Pre-fire
Post-fire
Post-fire
Post-fire
Post-fire
Pre-fire
Pre-fire
Pre-fire
Pre-fire
Post-fire
Post-fire
Post-fire
Post-fire
Pre-fire
Pre-fire
Pre-fire
Pre-fire
Post-fire
Post-fire
Post-fire
Post-fire
Pre-fire
Pre-fire
Pre-fire
Pre-fire
Post-fire
Post-fire
Post-fire
Post-fire
Pre-fire
Pre-fire
Pre-fire
Pre-fire
Post-fire
Post-fire
Post-fire
Post-fire
Pre-fire
Pre-fire
Pre-fire
Pre-fire
Post-fire
Post-fire
Post-fire
Post-fire
Pre-fire
Pre-fire
Pre-fire
Pre-fire
Post-fire
Post-fire
Post-fire
Post-fire

Fire_Distance
Dummy_Mode_EVC
Acres
Road_Distance
Fire_Distance
Dummy_Mode_EVC
Acres
Road_Distance
Fire_Distance
Dummy_Mode_EVC
Acres
Road_Distance
Fire_Distance
Dummy_Mode_EVC
Acres
Road_Distance
Fire_Distance
Dummy_Mode_EVC
Acres
Road_Distance
Fire_Distance
Dummy_Mode_EVC
Acres
Road_Distance
Fire_Distance
Dummy_Mode_EVC
Acres
Road_Distance
Fire_Distance
Dummy_Mode_EVC
Acres
Road_Distance
Fire_Distance
Dummy_Mode_EVC
Acres
Road_Distance
Fire_Distance
Dummy_Mode_EVC
Acres
Road_Distance
Fire_Distance
Dummy_Mode_EVC
Acres
Road_Distance
Fire_Distance
Dummy_Mode_EVC
Acres
Road_Distance
Fire_Distance
Dummy_Mode_EVC
Acres
Road_Distance
Fire_Distance
Dummy_Mode_EVC

42
42
53
53
53
53
76
76
76
76
94
94
94
94
96
96
96
96
107
107
107
107
87
87
87
87
111
111
111
111
97
97
97
97
113
113
113
113
94
94
94
94
102
102
102

-0.11

0.488

0.312
0.21
-0.139

0.023
0.131
0.322

0.106
0.076
-0.032

0.361
0.516
0.782

0.042
-0.056
-0.164

0.685
0.594
0.115

0.139
-0.003
-0.027

0.179
0.981
0.796

0.062
-0.033
-0.131

0.524
0.739
0.179

0.26
0.005
0.02
3.107
0.119
0.037
-0.083

0.015
0.962
0.852
0.375
0.212
0.702
0.389

0.332
0.058
-0.079

0.001
0.573
0.441

0.276
0.127
-0.094

0.003
0.181
0.325

0.341
0.18
-0.042

0.001
0.082
0.69

0.157
0.033
-0.078

0.114
0.746
0.434

167
167
167
167
174
174
174
174

-0.133
-0.003
-0.114

0.087
0.973
0.141

-0.054
-0.072
-0.079

0.482
0.348
0.302

Perceived Vulnerability

Response Efficacy
**Create(d) a written or verbal plan for future evacuations

Response Efficacy
**Pack(ed) an evacuation bag to keep in case of emergency

Response Efficacy
**Sign(ed) up for emergency
text or other alerts

Response Efficacy
**Screen(ed) in attic,
roof, eaves and
foundation vents

Response Efficacy
**Move(d) firewood and other combustibles 30 feet from structures on your property

Response Efficacy
**Clear(ed) roof, deck, and gutters of pine needles and other debris

Response Efficacy
**Remove(d) flammable debris from foundation of home and deck

Response Efficacy
**Disposed of dead fuel accumulation on property

Response Efficacy
**Thin(ned) and prune(d) trees and shrubs within the first 30 feet of home

Self-efficacy

Response Costs

Pearson Chi-Squared

p-value

0.41

0.938

2.953

0.399

6.594

0.086

1.637

0.651

1.703

0.636

3.482

0.062

1.165

0.762

4.539

0.209

1.149

0.765

1.29

0.732

15.277

0.002

3.81

0.283

0.623

0.891

6.153

0.104

0.226

0.973

0.331

0.954

8.884

0.031

3.921

3.921

4.484

0.214

2.69

0.442

0.026

0.872

0.133

0.716
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Appendix D. Community Selection Protocol
Communities at Risk (CAR) data was used to identify communities in Utah that are designated as having a high
risk of experiencing a wildfire, and potential damage from a wildfire (Communities at risk, n.d.). 2016 CAR data
provided location information and a risk score representing the sum of risk factors that have been systematically
assessed for communities across the state. The risk score is summarized based on fire occurrence, fuel hazards,
values protected, and fire protection capability on a continuous scale ranging from 0 (no risk) to 12 (extreme risk).
The CAR data and associated risk scores serve as a ranking system for how the Utah Division of Forestry, Fire
and State Lands ranks areas where landowner assistance efforts should be focused (J. Hansen, personal
communication, April 26, 2018). Community selection was based on the following criteria: (1) An overall risk
score greater than 10; and (2) Being within driving distance for the research team to interview each landowner,
complete a hazard assessment, and engage with each homeowner in a property walk and hazard-based discussion.
These criteria were determined based on time and resources available for data collection and the need to focus on
a high-risk community in the WUI.
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Appendix E. The Full Wildfire Hazard Lot Assessment Tool Used to Collect Physical Hazard Data on All Nordic
Valley Resident’s Parcels that Participated in This Research
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Appendix F. Interview Questions Asked to Gauge Wildfire Vulnerability Perceptions of Nordic
Valley (Utah, USA) Residents that Participated in this Research
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

12.

13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

How long have you lived at this residence?
Where have you lived before?
Would you consider that/those urban, rural or mixed?
Have you ever been evacuated from a nearby wildfire?
Does the Forest Service do controlled burns around here?
In what ways is the natural environment important to you?
Can you describe any fire mitigation you have done on this property or to this
home in the last few years?
Can you describe any fire mitigation you plan to do on this property or to this
home in the next few years?
Can you tell me what you would lose if a wildfire moved onto your property?
If you knew fire risk was very high in this area, would you want to reduce
your risk?
a. How would you do this?
IF they have mitigated/plan to mitigate: what are you protecting by lowering
your risk?
a. IF they have not mitigated) If you were to lower your risk here, what
would you be protecting?
How vulnerable are you to wildfire here?
a. What about your neighbors?
b. What about your community
IF they have mitigated/plan to mitigate: you mentioned [INSERT PAST OR
INTENDED MITIGATION ACTIONS], how effective are those at reducing
your fire risk?
a. (IF they have not mitigated) You mentioned you don’t plan on taking
any mitigation action. Does taking no action change your fire risk?
If this house was threatened by wildfire, would you stay and defend or
evacuate?
If you wanted to [insert stay and defend or evacuate], how easy (or difficult)
would this be to do?
Do you think the costs associated with lowering future fire risk are worth it?
a. What about other costs?
If your neighbors approached you for advice on lowering their fire risk, what
would you say?
Demographic questions (disabilities, residence type, age, gender, ethnic
background, education, annual household income)
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